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SROCK TUNNEL STUDIES OF SCRAM,_T PHENOMENA
NASA GRANT NAGW 674. SUPPLEMENT 3
W01_ CONDUCTED IN 198'7
Commissioning of the new shock tunnel T4 at the University of Queensland
implied that it was no longer necessary to focus the work of the research
group about an annual test series conducted in the T3 shock tunnel in
Canberra. Reflecting this, it has been possible to organize the group for
work to proceed along lines such that particular personnel are associated with
particular project areas.
Thus the format of this report consists of a series of reports on specific
project areas, with a brief general introduction conunenting on each report.
The introduction is structured by project areas, with the title of the
relevant report stated under the project area heading. The reports themselves
follow in the order of the project area headings.
2.
1. C01_04$SSIONING OF SHOCX TUNNEL T4
"The University of Queensland Free Piston Shock Tunnel T4 - Initial Operation
and Preliminary Calibration"
During 1987, the free piston shock tunnel T4 was brought into operation, and a
preliminary calibration was performed. This involved selection of a
particular driver gas volumetric compression ratio (k - 60), and measurement
of shock speeds and pressure history at the downstream end of the shock tube
after shock reflection. These measurements yielded the stagnation entha!py
and pressure in the reservoir of test gas, at the end of the shock tube, which
was supplied to the hypersonic nozzle.
Preliminary test section calibration was effected through pitot rake
measureraents and static pressure measurement on a flat plate. Since the
nozzle was a replica of one which has been used for some time with the T3
facility, the results of pitot surveys taken in that facility were used. The
ratio between the static pressure and the nozzle stagnation pressure then
could be used to confirm the accuracy of the chemical non-equilibrium nozzle
flow code used to predict the test section conditions, with an effective
nozzle area ratio obtained from the ratio of pitot pressure to nozzle
stagnation pressure.
Since the static pressure is sensitive to helium contamination, the variation
of static pressure with time could also be used as a check on contamination
free test times. It was found that the measured tin_s exceeded those
predicted.
With this calibration, it was cosidered that the tunnel was ready for some
preliminary studies of hypersonic combustion.
2. HYPERSONIC COI_BUSTION STUDIES
"Hypersonic Combustion of Hydrogen in a Shock Tunnel"
Although static pressure levels were limited to approx/imately 20 kPa, it was
found that it was possible to produce hypersonic combustion in a duct of 25 n_u
x 51 mm cross section, with a length of 600 hen.
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AS might be expected in a hypersonic flow, boundary layers appear to play a
significant role. Not only do they generate high local temperatures, and
thereby possibly influence ignition temperatures, but they also lead to
significant pressure rises within the duct. Evidence of the first was
apparent in the low ignition temperatures experienced in the experiments, and
evidence of the second was apparent in measured pressure rise along the duct
in the absence of combustion. Since the Reynolds' numbers of the experiments
are such as to raise the possibility of the existence of turbulent, or transi-
tional, boundary layers, it is important to learn more about transition under
the conditions used in the tunnel.
It is possible that the production of hydrogen combustion in the duct at Mach
numbers from 4.8 to 6.3 was due to these boundary layer effects.
When the duct was operated with the downstream part of one wall divergent, in
order to produce thrust, it was found that specific impulse values up to 800
sec were produced. This value occurred at a stagnation enthalpy of
approximately 11 MJ/kg, confirming that hypersonic combustion would allow
higher specific impulse at high stagnation enthalpies than supersonic
combustion would allow. It was found that, unlike supersonic combustion, the
peak specific impulse occurred at a stagnation enthalpy well in excess of the
ignition value. Noting that the flow conditions achieved by the tunnel
appeared to be somewhat marginal for hypersonic combustion, it is difficult to
advance reasons for the slow increase in thrust with increase in temperature,
since it could be influenced by reaction kinetics, boundary layer pressure
gradients and other effects. However, it seems clear that hypersonic
combustion offers new phenomena which must be understood.
3. SIDEWALL FUEL INJECTION
Experiments
"Hydrogen Scramjet with Sidewall Injection. Shock Tunnel Simulations"
In previous work, it has been shown that injection of hydrogen fuel at the
sidewall of a combustion duct is very effective in cooling the wall, but that
observable pressure rises due to combustion did not occur until fuel
equivalence ratios approached values of 2.
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The present study is an examination of results of experiments performed in an
effort to produce thrust with a wall injected fuel layer. For this purpose,
two stage nozzle expansions were tried, anticipating that a preliminary, low
angle expansion would allow combustion to develop, whilst simultaneously
developing thrust, and this thrust would be added to that produced by the
second stage of expansion. However, only small improvements were observed over
the rather low levels of thrust produced by a single stage of expansion.
The experimental results suggested that the cool walls of the model may be
lowering the temperature of the mixing gases, and thereby would inhibit
combustion. A numerical study was undertaken to explore this matter further.
Nume=ical Study
"Numerical Modelling of Sidewall Injected ScramJet"
A numerical model, based on the CHARNAL computer code, was used to calculate
the flow field for two conditions under which tests were conducted with a
constant area duct, and one in which a single stage nozzle expansion was
included. The code employed the k-_ turbulence model, and an 8 "reaction model
for the non-equilibrium process of hydrogen combustion. The validity of the
model was confirmed by comparing predicted values of surface heat transfer and
pressure distributions with experimental results.
The numerical simulation showed that wall quenchin_ was not a significant
factor in limiting combustion. In fact, the reason for the weak combustion
effects observed in the experiments is the limited mixing which occurs between
the hydrogen and the air streams. For the two cases studied (i.e. stagnation
enthalpies of 4.2 MJ/kg and 8.7 MJ/kg respectively), the degree of mixing
achieved 400 n_n downstream of injection represented only 10% and 25%
respectively of the injected hydrogen flow. The hydrogen which did max with
the air was almost completely burned.
In simulations with injection of heated hydrogen, the amount of mixing
increased in the lower enthalpy case, but not for the higher enthalpy. The
combustion induced pressure rise was increased in the first case, but reduced
in the second case, corresponding to changes in degree of mixing.
Temperature contours in the hot hydrogen jet show that the hot regions of the
4
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flow extend almost the entire way to the wall, indicating vi'rtually no effect
due to wall quenching. Thus the numerical simulation indicates that the
temperature of the wall is not a significant factor in the experiments.
It might be noted that in the experimental studies, the substantially
increased pressure rises observed when a 20:80 Silane-Hydrogen mixture was
injected at a stagnation enthalpy of 4.2 MJ/kg were interpreted as evidence
that it was the depression of temperatures, rather than mixing limitations,
which was limiting the combustion of hydrogen alone. Given the low level of
mixing evident in the numerical studies, it now seems plausible that the lower
injection velocities of the higher molecular weight Silane-Hydrogen mixture
could have led to an increase in mixing which was sufficient to produce the
observed pressure rise.
The simulation suggests that mixing might be improved, and combustion effects
increased, by using turbulence generators on the surface upstream of the
injector. In fact, the moderate success achieved, in fig.9 of the experimental
paper, with transverse jets in that location could be interpreted as being due
to such an effect.
4. CHEMICAL KINETICS -EFFECT OF FREE STREAM ATONIC OXTGEN
"Combustion of Hydrogen and Hydrogen/Silane Mixtures"
This study involves the use of one dimensional flow models, in whihh chemical
reaction models are incorporated in a relatively complete form, in an attempt
to explain effects observed in previous experiments in terms of chemical
kinetics, and in assessing the effects of free stream atomic oxygen.
For combustion of pure hydrogen, the effect of free stream oxygen concen-
tration on ignition delay lengths was most pronounced at low temperatures,
with the presence of atomic oxygen concentration, measured as only a
fractional percentage, theoretically causing considerable reaction to take
place in a flow where it otherwise would not be observed. As temperatures
increased above I000 K, the differences in ignition delay lengths reduced, and
at high temperatures, even the presence of 2% atomic oxygen did not
significantly alter the distance required to complete combustion. Clearly, the
presence of free stream atomic oxygen has negligible influence on combustion
lengths only at relatively high intake temperatures.
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For silane/hydrogen mixtures, previous chemical kinetics mechanisms were
re-examined with respect to the role of silane in promoting ignition. Silane
does this by increasing the temperature, and by increasing free radical
concentrations. At temperatures below 800 K, scavenging of HO 2 also is
important. The role of free radical concentrations suggests that atomic
oxygen may have a less important role to play than in the case of hydrogen.
Indeed, this is borne out by the computations, with the influence of free
stream atomic oxygen being reduced, but nevertheless, the same trends are
evident as with hydrogen, with the greatest sensitivity to atomic oxygen
occurring at the lowest static temperatures.
The one dimensional models produced results which were approximatley in accord
with experiments, except at intake static temperatures of approximately 500 K.
There ignition distances obtained experimentally are much shorter than those
Predicted, whilst the pressure rise is not as large. Also, higher pressures
were achieved with lower silane concentrations. These results could not be
explained, although it was pointed out that the limited pressure rises
experienced suggested a mechanism involving only partial burning of the fuel.
5. SCALING STUDIES
Ezperlmenta
"Pressure Scaling Effects in a Scramjet Combustion Chamber"
A re-examination was made of the results of experiments with a simple scramjet
model in which the effects on net specific impulse of the pressure in the
model, and the length of the combustion duct, were studied.
With a given combustion duct length, the pressure dependence effects could be
classified into three regions. In the first region, temperatures were too low
for combustion, whilst in the second region, vigorous combustion took place,
and the level of specific impulse was strongly dependent on the pressure. The
boundary between the two regions occurred at about the same temperature, for
pressures in excess of one atmosphere. As pressures were reduced below that
level, the ignition boundary moved to higher temperatures and, as pressures
approached 25 kPa, no combustion was observed at any temperature. In the
third, higher temperature, region, specific impulse was not strongly dependent
on pressure level.
6
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In varying the duct length, it was found that a short duct at a high pressure
could produce the same specific impulse as a longer duct at a lower,
appropriate, pressure. However, when the pressure in the longer duct was
raised to the high pressure level of the shorter one, it was observed that
o
specific impulse was the same for the two ducts over most of the range of
temperatures studies. It was concluded that, at the higher pressure level, the
flow was approaching complete combustion in the duct.
A numerical model give results which were reasonably consistent with the
experiments in region 3, but not in region 2. However, the model was useful
for indicating trends in this region.
The results were consistent with a model of combustion which allowed for a
pressure sensitive region, in which the ignition and reaction lengths were a
dominant chemical f_ature of the flow, and a region which approached chemical
equilibrium. However, because Mach number and Reynolds' number also varied as
pressures were varied, it was not possible to be more specific about the
factors influencing the flow. This indicated a need for an experiment to be
designed in which the variables likely to affect combustion could be varied
independently. Also, because of the ultimate importance of geometrical sealing
if laboratory experiments are to be applied to flight situations, the
experiment should also include this factor as a variable.
Design of a Scaling Expezimant
"Pressure Scaling in the Scramjet Model"
Since the highest thrust levels had been achieved at temperatures just above
ignition values, it seemed likely that scaling effects in this range would be
of most interest. Therefore, in order to bias the experiments towards this
objective, it is planned to ensure that the product of pressure and a typical
model dimension is held constant. Three models are to be made, of sizes such
that the geometrical scaling factor varies by a factor of 10. The experiments
will initially involve variation of temperature for each of the three models,
aiming to obtain data for which 'Mach number, free stream composition and
Reynolds' number are held constant between the three geometrically similar but
different scale models.
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In order to do this, it was necessary to use the same nozzle reservoir
conditions and the same nozzle throat size for all three models. This ensured
that free stream con_osition renmined constant but, to ensure that the Mach
number remained the same for the three models for differing static pressure
levels, it was necessary for two of the models to expand the test flow to Mach
numbers in excess of the coa_ustion value, before compressing it through
oblique shocks as it passed into the con_bustion duct.
The experiments can be repeated at different Reynolds' numbers by changing the
shock tunnel operating pressure levels. In order to change the Mach number, it
is necessary to make a new shock tunnel nozzle to operate with the smallest
model, but the other two models allow adjustment of Mach number through
adjustment of the angle of the oblique shock generators.
These experiments, and associated analysis, are expected to proceed over the
next two or three years.
S. 13_JkN$ICM _ 8T_IES
Ez'pe=_te
"Experin_nts on an Expansion Tube with a Free Piston Driver"
Ex]_eriments were _rformed on a sraall expansion tu_ which en_oloyed a free
piston driver, in order to determine if the flexibility offered by a free
piston driver would allow the range of o_ration of an expansion tube to be
extended. An existing free piston driver was used, and an expansion tube was
constructed which was to be a representative I/4 scale model of the Langley
expansion tube, with a free piston driver attached. Thus, both facilities
exhibit a combined shock tube and acceleration tube length which is
approximately 140 times the internal diameter. However, since discussions with
Langley personnel indicated that there may be some advantage in using a longer
shock, tube than for the Langley facility, the ratio of shock tube length to
acceleration tube length was 0.65 for the University of Queensland facility,
compared with a value of 0.27 for the Langley one.
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In the experiments, it has been shown that
(i) The pitot pressure records on the expansion tube centreline are
qualitatively similar for the Langley facility and the Queensland
facility, when both are operated at similar Reynolds' number. However,
at the higher acceleration tube filling pressures, an irregularity
occurs in the Langley _ results which is not evident in the University of
Queensland results.
If this irregularity is ignored, then the results indicate that the
University of Queensland facility is providing a reasonable simulation
of the behaviour of the Langley facility.
(ii) Test times of at least 80 9sec were obtained, during which the
fluctuations in pitot pressure were limited to ±5% or less. It was
found that the test section velocity at which such test times could be
obtained could be changed by changing the driver gas. Thus, a test
section velocity of approximately 9.5 km/sec was obtained with helium
driver gas, and 4.5 km/sec with argon driver gas.
(iii) The overall operating pressure levels were reduced by a factor of 2
(i.e. main diaphragm burst pressure, shock tube filling pressure, and
acceleration tube filling pressure were all reduced by the same factor)
whilst driver gas compression ratio was held constant and it was found
that the effects on the pitot pressure tracer of varying acceleration
tube pressure were qualitatively similar to those at the higher
pressure levels. In particular, a useful test time was produced at the
same pressure ratios. Further tests were done with the operating
pressure levels reduced by another factor of 2, with the same results.
These results indicate that overall operating pressure levels can be
decreased or increased by a substantial factor without changing test
times.
9
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"Expansion Tube Test Time Predictions"
Theoretical studies were made of the influence of the driver gas-test gas
interface in the shock tube on the test time in the acceleration tube. Two
mechanisms were considered for producing the pitot pressure fluctuations
which limit the test time. The first involves the formation of low density
gas inclusions ("blobs") within the test gas, due to driver gas-test gas
mixing, and acceleration of these inclusions into the test region through the
unsteady test gas expansion in the acceleration tube. The second involves
refiection of the unsteady expansion from the turbulent interface region
between the driver gas and the test gas.
An unsteady method of characteristics code was written for a McIntosh desk
computer, and was used to predict the arrival of each of the two types of
disturbances in the test region. For the NASA Langley expansion tube, and the
University of Queensland expansion tube with argon driver gas, it was
predicted that the reflected expansion disturbances would be evident on the
test section pitot trace before the inclusion disturbances. In both these
cases experiments showed disturbances arriving somewhat in advance of the
predicted time but nevertheless, showing a trend which was compatible with
predictions. For the University of Queensland expansion tube with helium
driver gas, the same effects were evident for the lower shock tube filling
pressures used. However, for the higher shock tube filling pressures, the
theory predicted that the inclusion disturbances would arrive first at the
test sections. This was supported by the experiments, which showed
disturbances of larger amplitude than the reflected expansion ones, arriving
at the approximate time predicted.
The encouraging results obtained with this preliminary theoretical analysis
suggest that it has an important role to play in explaining the performance
limitations of expansion tubes, and that it is worthwhile extending the
analysis in order to test it further against experiments.
lO
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THE UNIVERSITY OF _UEENSLAND FREE PISTON SHOCK TUNNEL
T4 -INITIAL OPERATION AND PRELIMINARY CALIBRATION
by R.J. Stalker and R.G. Morgan
i. INTRODUCTION
The University of Queensland free piston shock tunnel T-4 is the latest in a
series of free piston shock tunnels, the first three of which were constructed
at the Australian National University, Canberra, in the 1960's. The complete
series is shown to scale in fig. I, and is marked by an increase in size in
passing from one to the next.
The increase in size in passing from T3 to T4 was associated with proposed
studies in hypersonic combustion and propulsion. In order to produce static
pressures in a hypersonic flow which are high enough to allow vigorous
combustion of hydrogen to take place in the relatively short lengths available
in a shock tunnel model, it is necessary to produce high nozzle stagnation
pressures. This means that these high pressures must be produced at the
downstream end of the shock tube, and sustained for long enough to establish
and maintain a test flow in the nozzle for an adequate period.
A disappointing feature of T3 was the loss in pressure which occurred in the
(I)
shock tube. Although the cause of this loss is not understood, it has been
found that it can be overcome by using a long compression tube for the free
piston compressor. Hence the piston travels approximately 26 m during the
driver compression stroke in T4, compared with 6 m for the T3 piston.
T4 began operation in April, 1987 and, after a settling in period, came into
routine operation in September, 1987. At the time of writing, some 200 test
runs of the facility have been made, and main diaphragm operating b_rst
pressures have been raised to 28% of the design value. Experiments have shown
that this is sufficient to allow combustion of hydrogen at a Mach number of 5.
Although further increases in operating pressure levels are planned (in order
to produce more vigorous hydrogen combustion), it seems appropriate to use the
test data obtained so far for'. a preliminary review of the operating
characteristics of the facility.
12
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2. EXP [RZ_.HTAL _GE_.J_
AS noted above, the free piston driver is 26 ,_tres long, and it is 230 _ in
diameter. The piston mass is 92 kg. The shock tube is 10 m long, and 76 n_ in
diameter, with shock timing stati6ns 3, 2 and I located 2.00 m, 4.00 m and
6.00 m respectively from the downstream end of the tube. The shock speed
between station 2 and 3 was used for perforTaance calculations, as it was
considered that the gas processed in that part of the tube would be the test
gas in the test section during the steady flow period.
A contoured nozzle was used, with a throat diameter of 25 nTn and an area ratio
of I00. This produced a test section Mach nu_er which varied from 4.8 at a
stagnation enthalpy of 35 MJ/kg to 6.3 at 3.7 MJ/kg. The change in Mach
number is due to the real gas effects in the nozzle expansion.
3. SHOCK TUBE PERFORMANCE
For shock tunnel purposes, the important aspects of the shock tube performance
are the stagnation enthalpy and the stagnation pressure of the test gas
supplied to the nozzle, as well as the time between shock reflection and
arrival of driver gas contamination at the entrance to the nozzle. The
latter, of course, determines the effective shock tunnel test time.
The results re_>orted here apply to one test condition, in which the
con%oression tube was operated to produce a helium driver gas volumetric
conkoression ratio of 60 (based upon the con_pression tube filling pressure to
the main diaphragm burst pressure, and the assumption of isentropic
compression), and the main diaphragm burst pressure was 57 MPa.
The nozzle stagnation pressure was Obtained from two piezoelectric pressure
transducers (PCb piezotronics type 118A) which were located in the shock tube
wall, 65 mm upstream of the downstream end of the shock tube. The stagnation
enthalpy was calculated by using the measured shock speed and the shock tube
filling pressure to obtain the enthalpy and pressure in_nediately after shock
reflection, and then assuming an isentropic expansion to the n_masured
stagnation pressure.
Test results are presented in fig. 2, with a scale for the measured shock speed
matched to the shock tube diaphragm pressure ratio at the left hand side of the
figure. Noting that Earth orbital velocity corresponds to a stagnation
13
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enthalpy of 31 MJ/kg, it can be seen that stagnation enthalpies in excess of
this value have been achieved in the shock tube. This is in accord with
(2)
experience in T3
The nozzle stagnation pressure was measured 0.5 milliseconds after shock
reflection and, after being normalized with respect to the main diaphragm..
rupture pressure, has been plotted at the top of fig. 2. The tendency for this
pressure to increase with falling stagnation enthalpy is consistent with
expectations based on coupling shock tube theory with the observation that
tailored interface operation occurs at a shock speed of 6.65 km/sec., corres-
ponding to a stagnation enthalpy of 4B MJ/kg.
The variation of the nozzle stagnation pressure with time is shown in fig.
3(a) for typical test conditions. For fig. 3(a) it can be seen that the
pressure falls by approximately .. % over a period of one millisecond after
shock reflection. It is thought that this is due to the use of a piston with
a mass which was designed for operation at high pressures. At the pressures
of tests, the piston velocity was too low at diaphragm rupture to match the
flow of driver gas into the shock tube, causing the driver pressure to fall.
This can be rectified by lowering the speed of sound in the driver gas, as in
fig. 3(a) (ii). Here it can be seen that, when argon is used as driver gas,
rather than helium, the pressure remains approximately steady for a much
longer period.
Fig. 3(b) shows the limitations on test time arising from contamination of the
test gas by the driver gas. This can come from two causes. One is due to
drainage of the test gas through the nozzle throat, and the other is due to
"jetting" of the driver gas along the walls of the shock tube from the contact
surface. The "jetting" is due to the bifurcated shock pattern which forms when
(3)
the strong reflected shock interacts with the shock tube boundary layer
It can be see that the shock boundary layer interaction is responsible for
limiting the tunnel test time. It will be noted that the test time has been
expressed as an approximate length of the slug of test gas passing through the
test section by multiplying the calculated test time by _ The test
slug lengths which are displayed are based upon a conservative calculation and,
as will be seen below, there is evidence to suggest that test times may be
somewhat longer than those calculated.
14
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4. TEST SECTION CALIBRATION
Pitot survey data are shown in fig. 4. These were obtained in shock tunnel T3,
using a nozzle which was identical with the one employed in these tests. They
show that the nozzle expansion is not complete for some B inches downstream'of
the expected nozzle station, yielding pitot pressures which are somewhat above
the uniform flow values in a region which is downstream of the theoretical test
cone boundary. This may be due to boundary layer effects in the nozzle flow,
which were not taken into account in designing the nozzle. Downstream of this
region, the pitot traverses indicate a uniform and parallel flow.
Static press.ures were measured at a pressure orifice located 200 mm from the
leading edge of a flat plate mounted in the test section with its leading edge
at the nozzle exit. A static pressure record, normalized with respect to the
nbzzle stagnation pressure, is shown at the top of fig. 5.
Static pressure measurement provides a good indication of the static
temperature at the test section, since the velocity is essentially fixed by the
stagnation enthalpy, and the density therefore is fixed "by mass flow
considerations. The temperature in the test section is sensitive to real gas
effects in the nozzle expansion, and therefore it follows that the static
pressure measurement serves as a check on the validity of the numerical
calculations used to predict the test section conditions. In fig. 5, static
pressure measurements are seen to compare satisfactorily with prediction made
(4)
using a one-dimensional non-equilibrium calculation
For comparison, the static pressure predicted for a perfect gas expansion of
air to the same pitot pressure level also is shown in fig. 5, and is seen to be
well removed from the measured values. Expansion of helium to the same pitot
pressure levels would produce an even lower pressure. In this light, the decay
in static pressure after about 1 millisecond of steady pressure, which is
evident in the static pressure record in fig. 5, may be seen as the onset of
driver gas contamination. This would indicate that the steady test flow slug
lengths indicated in fig. 3 may be conservative by as much as a factor of two.
However, this should be regarded as a tentative conclusion, which is subject to
confirmation when more data is" obtained.
It may be noted that some points are included on fig. 5 which were taken in the
intake duct of a scramjet model. The static pressure there was higher than the
measured flat plate static pressure but, assuming that the proportionality
15
between flat plate and intake static pressures would apply at all stagnation
enthalpies, the intake results were scaled to produce psuedo flat plate
measurements at stagnation enthalpies where flat plate measurements were not
available
The consistency between measured and calculated static pressures indicates that
the numerical code may be used to calculate other test section flow properties.
Results of such calculations are presented in fig. 6. The Mach number decays
as stagnation enthalpy is increased because of real gas effects in the nozzle
expansion. Two curves are shown for the free stream enthalpy. This is because
a substantial part of the free stream enthalpy, h , is invested in the
sensible enthalpy associated with the temperature of the gas and, if desired,
this could be converted to freestream kinetic energy by further expansion.
However, the rest of the freestream enthalpy which is denoted by hf, is
associated with "freezing" of the air as it passes through the nozzle
expansion, and cannot be recovered by further expansion. It can be seen that
this component rises to 20% of the stagnation enthalpy at high stagnation
enthalpies.
5. CONCLUSION
These results and calculations are preliminary in nature, representing an
initial calibration of the tunnel at one range of operating conditions.
Increases in operating pressure levels and changes in driver gas volumetric
compression ratio are planned to generate new test conditions, as well as more
extensive calibration measurements. However, the results reported here
indicate that the shock tunnel is operating satisfactorily, at pressures and
stagnation enthalpies which have been found to be high enough to allow
experimentation on hypersonic combustion of hydrogen.
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HYPERSONIC COt4BUSTION OF HYDROGEN IN A SHOCK TUNNEL
R.G. Morgan
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H_oersonic Combustion of Hydrogen in a Shock Tunnel.
Introduction.
This paper reports the results of a preliminary series of tests
in the shock tunnel, T4, on hypersonic combustion and thrust
generation in a hydrogen scramjet model. The work was performed
before a full calibration of the tunnel and nozzle was completed,
but using a nozzle profile which had previously been tested in
the shock tunnel TS. The main purpose of the experiments was to
confirm the feasibility of hypersonic combustion in the flow
conditions created by the new tunnel.
Previous tests with a supersonic nozzle performed in the Shock
tunnel T3 at the Australian National University, Ref I, indicate
that severe performance degradation occurs at the enthalpies
associated with high Mach number flight. This appears to be at
least partly due to the high static temperatures created by
maintaining a supersonic combustion chamber at hypersonic flight
speeds. Good combustion efficiency will require low combustion
chamber intake temperatures, less than 2000 K, and this can only
be achieved at enthalpies higher than 13 Mj/kg, corresponding to
a flight speed of approximately 5km/s, by maintaining hypersonic
flow in the combustion chamber. Even at lower enthalpies it is
likely that hypersonic combustion will be preferable to
supersonic if it can be made to burn properly.
The methodology of the experiments was to initially perform a
short series of tests in a constant area duct, to see if
combustion was possible at all with the apparatus. The duct had
an intake section with a height of 25 mm and a width of 51 mm .
Injection was from the centreline across the full width of the
duct. A thrust surface was then fitted at a suitable distance
down stream of injection and specific impulse measurements were
obtained for a range of conditions in the mach number range 4.8
to 6.3.
Compression wedges were then fitted to the model intake, and the
flow in the combustion chamber was reduced to supersonic. With
conditions adjusted to maintain the same intake pressure, a
direct comparison was then obtained between supersonic and
hypersonic combustion. The supersonic combustion tests were
within the nominal mach number range of 4 to 4.5.
After the completion of these runs a short series of tests was
performed using an enlarged constant area duct with a nominally
square intake section of 51 by 49.5 mm. The purpose of this was
to distance the mixing layer from the presence of the wall
boundary layer in an attempt to enhance combustion.
Constant area duct. h_ersonic combustion.
A schematic of the model used for these tests is shown in Fig i.
It incorporates the same injector strut as had been previously
used with a supersonic nozzle, and its leading edge was extended
clear of the intake so that no disturbances entered the duct.
Injection was through a nozzle with a 1.6 throat on the
centreline extending across the full duct _width. Excepting
disturbances from the side wall, the flow was considered to be
two dimensional. Instrumentation consisted of a series of
pressur e transducers on the top and bottom walls, both upstream
and downstream of injection.
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Hydrogen was injected from a room temperature reservoir with
freestream stagnation enthalpies ranging between 6.2 and 26.5
Mj/kg. Test conditions werecomputed using the non equilibrium
nozzle expansion program of Ref 2. In table I the test conditions
used with a hypersonic duct are given. In the constant area duct
configuration only enthalpies between 26.5 Mj/kg and 6.2 Mj/kg
were used. The shock tunnel does not produce perfectly steady
conditions in the stagnation region, which in the normal
operating mode has a continuous pressure drop with time, and
this is reflected in the nozzle exit flow. Reservoir conditions
are calculated by assuming an equilibrium expansion from
conditions behind the reflected shock, as given by normal shock
relations, to the measured stagnation pressure. The flow is
considered to be 'steady' when the ratio of static pressure in
the nozzle to stagnation pressure, measured in the reservoir, is
constant with time. Whilst this might indicate that the nozzle is
operating at a steady Math number, the static temperature and
velocity at nozzle exit reduce with time. In table I the results
of these computation are presented. The stagnation pressure
chosen corresponds to the start of the steady test time. An
appropriate delay was introduced between stagnation pressure and
static pressure readings when locating the duration of the steady
run time. The purpose of this was to account for the time lag
between pressure drops in the stagnation region affecting the
exit flow. Duct static pressure divided by stagnation pressure
will subsequently be referred to as 'normalised' pressures. In
Fig 5 a typical normalised static pressure trace and a stagnation
pressure record are shown. The spike at the start of the trace
occurred due to noise when the stagnation pressure was almost
zero. In Fig 7 a general idea of the overall steadiness of the
flow is presented in the form of scatter bars over the time when
the normalised pressure traces are steady.
Pressure rise in the duct was taken to be indicative of
combustion only when significantly increased pressures were
recorded when injecting hydrogen compared to injecting helium at
the same nominal mass flow rate.
No signs of combustion are evident at enthalpies of between 26.5
and 18.7 Mj/kg, as may be seen from Fig 2. Fig 2 presents data
only for an enthalpy of 26.5 Mj/kg, but the result is
substantially the same for the other cases in this enthalpy
range. In this range the duct intake math number varies between
4.8 and 5.18 due to changes in test gas composition and reaction
rates. As these conditions correspond to intake static
temperatures of between 2500 and 3600 K, this may be due to the
reduced combustion efficiency due to combustion product
dissociation in this temperature range. Also at higher
temperatures a given heat input causes a smaller temperature rise
due to increased specific heat, and a given change in temperature
produces a smaller pressure rise than at lower temperatures.
Additionally, the intake velocity is high, in the range 4.47 to
6.09 km/s, which reduces the duct transit time and may inhibit
mixing of the fuel and air jets. It is possible that combustion
in this enthalpy range, which corresponds to flight speeds of
between approximately 6.1 and 7.3 km/s, will require even higher
combustion chamber math numbers. Whether this may be achieved or
not will depend on the static pressure levels relevant to the
proposed flight altitude.
Further tests were performed in the enthalpy range of 1S to 6.2
Mj/kg, corresponding to flight speeds of between S.5 and 5.1
km/s. Intake math number" over this range varied from 5.25 to
5.81. In Fig 3 it can be seen that pressure rise is produced when
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injecting hydrogen fuel, over and above that produced by the
injection of helium. In Fig 4 the fuel on traces are compared for
a range of different enthalpies. The enthalpy range was not
extended to identify the low temperature ignition limit, but it
is noted that at the lowest enthalpy used for the constant area
duct, 8.2 Mj/kg, the intake static temperature was down to 785 K.
At this temperature, and at the intake pressures used, hydrogen
fuel would not be expected to react within the confines of the
duct without some sort of ignition enhancement.
This is possibly provided in'a hypersonic duct by boundary layer
heating. In Fig 8 the temperature profiles produced by
equilibrium flow at math 5 for laminar and turbulent boundary
layers are shown. The flow conditions chosen correspond to
the 8.39 Mj//kg stagnation enthalpy condition. In both cases the
boundary layer was allowed to develop for a distance of 180
mm, which corresponds to the upstream length of the injector
strut. Whilst equilibrium calculations cannot be expected to
exactly represent the state of a boundary layer in non
equilibrium flow, it does illustrate that temperatures of the
order of twice the free stream values are to be expected. The
presence of this hot layer of gas might make it possible to
sustain combustion at free stream conditions where it would not
otherwise be possible. Furthermore, the presence of these hot
spots might lead to local dissociation of the oxygen molecules,
providing a source of radicals to encourage ignition.
Another possible explanation is suggested by Fig 8, where the
fuel off normalised static pressure distribution along the duct
is shown, along with the predicted intake level. At an enthalpy
of 8.39 Mj/kg the pressure is seen to agree well with the
predicted value for a short distance after the injection strut,
but further downstream the measured pressures are of the order of
twice the theoretical values. This might be due to boundary layer
growth in a restricted duct compressing the freestream flow.
Pressure levels are uneven due to waves reflecting across the
duct and from the walls, but the increased overall pressures
downstream may clearly be seen. At this mach number, with the
presence of waves indicated by the wall static pressure profile,
it is hard to tell accurately what the local static pressure
level will be in the free stream and in the mixing layer away
from the wall. However the wall pressures are increased over such
an extended region that it must be concluded that increased
pressures also occur in the mixing zone. At mach 5, assuming any
pressure increase over intake conditions occurs isentropically,
a rise of approximately 20% will be produced in the static
temperature when the static pressure doubles.
Also shown in Fig 6 is the fuel off pressure distribution for an
enthalpy of 26.5 Mj/kg. It can be seen that the downstream
pressure does not consistently rise in this instance, but
fluctuates around the predicted value. Assuming the pressure rise
seen at 8.39 Mj/kg is indeed induced by boundary layer growth,
then this would be .qualitatively consistent with the reduced
displacement thickness associated with laminar boundary layers at
the lower reynolds number, higher enthalpy condition. It is
possible that transition is occurring at the higher Reynolds
numbers. Simple calculations may be used to indicate if the
pressure rises observed are consistent with laminar or turbulent
boundary layer growth by considering the compnessive effect of
the displacement thickness in the duct.
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As the boundary layer grows the free stream is displaced by means
of compression waves which propagate into the flow at
approximately the mach angle. As the height of the duct is
reduced , the waves will reflect sooner off the far walls and
pressure within the duct will rise faster and to a higher level.
This may be predicted by considering the rate of boundary layer
entrainment and using a characteristics approach in the
freestream. However if the duct is relatively long in comparison
with its' height, then the passage of multiply reflected waves
across the duct enables a one dimensional approach to be made.
Pressure levels may be estimated by considering the boundary
layer displacement thickness to produce a corresponding reduction
in duct area, and using isentropic relations for supersonic flow.
This has been done for the 8.39 Mj/kg case and the results are
tabulated in Table 2. This is not being offered as a rigorous
treatment, but to demonstrate that the pressure levels observed
are consistent in approximate magnitude with the boundary layer
mechanism suggested.
The boundary layers were assumed to behave as on a flat plate.
Interactions between boundary layers on adjacent walls, and
between boundary layers and waves were not considered. The
boundary layer on both sides of the injector was computed for a
wetted length of 160 mm, and assumed to represent constant
blockage when separated in the region downstream of the injector.
The wall boundary layers were developed for 400 mm, and their
blockage was added to that from the injector boundary layers. No
compression effects were considered due to boundary layers on
vertical walls.
The turbulent boundary layer thickness was calculated using the
formula O.37*X*Re^-0.2 from Drummond et al. Ref 3. A seventh
power law and similarity were then used to compute the internal
boundary layer parameters.
The laminar boundary layer was calculated from incompressible
profiles using the Howarth transformation and similarity.
Table 2. Effects of boundary laver _rowth on duct pressures,
Stagnation enthalpy 8.38 Mj/kg. Computed at 400 mm from intake
with 180 mm injector strut.
Laminar
Boundary layer thickness on injector (mm)
Displacement thickness on injector (mm)
Displacement thickness on
sidewall at 400mm (mm)
1.47
0.76
1.2
Total effective displacement thickness(m m) 3.92
Area restriction ratio in 25 mm duct 0.843
Pressure ratio at Mach 5 1.28
Turbulent
3.94
1.35
2.82
8.33
0.867
1.81
On this basis it would seem that turbulent boundary layers would
be necessary to cause the Pressure rise shown in Fig 6 for an
enthalpy of 8.39 Mj/kg. Considering also the boundary layer
heating effect mentioned above, boundary layers ih the combustion
chamber would appear to play an important role in the ignition
process. However without heat transfer or flow visualisation
_ata it would be premature to conclude that the boundary layer is
indeed turbulent, as the effects of the three dimensional nature
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of the duct and the wave processes indicated
profiles are unknown. The calculations were
laminar boundary layer at the higher enthalpy
Although the Ibwer Reynolds number produces
layers, the displacement thickness does
5
by thepressure
repeated for a
of 26.5 Mj/kg..
thicker boundary
not increase
significantly due to the higher ratio of static temperatures
across the boundary layer. The physical reason for this may be
seen from Fig 11 where the non dimensional density profiles
across the boundary layer are shown. As both conditions share the
same wall temperature of 309K, the cooled gas near the wall will
have a higher non dimensionalised density in the high enthalpy
flow, due to the high free stream static temperatures. This will
serve to reduce the mass flow deficit of the boundary layer, and
therefore the displacement thickness does not increase as would
be expected in incompressible flow.
Laminar boundary layers at the higher enthalpies, with transition
to turbulence occurring at the higher Reynolds numbers associated
with the lower enthalpy conditions is a possibility. However,
even the presence of a laminar boundary layer at the higher
enthalpy conditions would be expected to produce a pressure rise
of the order of 30% in the duct, and as can be seen from Fig 2
this was not observed. This might be because the approximate
boundary layer model used assumes perfect gas behavior, with
representative properties chosen at an appropriate mean
temperature. This would lead to overpredicting the temperature,
and underpredicting the density, in the boundary layer 'hot
spots' where viscous heating predominates over heat loss to the
wall. This in turn would lead to overestimating the displacement
thickness by an amount which would be expected to increase with
enthalpy.
As a summary of this section, hypersonic combustion was achieved
in a constant area duct for flows with stagnation enthalpies
below 13 Mj/kg. At enthalpies above 13 Mj/kg no measurable
combustion effects were observed. The high temperature cut off
point is somewhere between 13 and 18.7 Mj/kg. The low temperature
cut off point ha_ not yet been identified. An ignition
enhancement mechanism is apparent, which is provisionally being
attributed to the presence of boundary layers on the injector
strut and on the side walls. Three modes are suggested whereby
boundary layers might stimulate ignition. Firstly, the boundary
layers on the injector contain regions of elevated temperature
in close proximity to the fuel jet which might directly
accelerate ignition and reaction. Secondly, the boundary layers
may contain dissociated oxygen radicals which have to reach a
certain concentration before the reaction 'takes off'. These two
mechanisms are inherently interrelated. Finally, the growth of
all boundary layers in the duct presents a restriction to the
flow of the main stream and causes both pressure and temperature
to rise. A preliminary look at the measured pressure profiles
indicates that turbulent boundary layers may have been present
for some of the conditions where combustion was observed.
Comparison of Hypersonic and supersonic combustion
divergin_ duct.
with a
A configuration with a short injector with a leading edge located
downstream of the intake was chosen for the main series of tests
of hypersonic combustion in the thrust producing mode. The short
injector was used in the hope that the extra intake area made
available by having the leading edge compression process internal
would increase the duct pressure enough to improve combustion.
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In Fig 12 the fuel off pressure profiles are plotted for the two
geometries. Wh-ilst the internal injector does show higher
pressure in the constant area section, it is not maintained
downstream of the corner. The internal strut produces uniform
pressure after the expansion, as would be expected in supersonic
flow. The external strut shows a smaller pressure drop round the
corner, followed by a gradually falling pressure downstream. This
suggests lower Mach number "with the long injector and a more
uneven flow field, possibly due to the extra boundary layer
growth in the middle of the duct. Despite an apparent reduction
in performance the totally enclosed configuration was used for
the remainder of the tests as it appeared to give a more
satisfactory supersonic flow.
In Fig 15 the two fuel on profiles.are shown for equivalence
ratios of 0.55 and 0.57 for internal and external leading edges
respectively. It can be seen that the long strut of the extended
injector produced more pressure rise and thrust than the short
totally enclosed injector. This may again be due to the larger
boundary layer entrained into the mixing_layer from the trailing
edge of the injector. Despite the extra mass flow induced with
the internal injector, the pressure levels in the early part of
the mixing layer do not reflect this due to the wave trajectory
at this Mach number. This is illustrated schematically in Fig 16,
where it is seen that the waves from the injector leading edge do
not reflect back to the centre line until approximately 130 mm
after injection.
In Figs 13 and 14 the fuel on and off pressure profiles are shown
for the external and internal injector leading edges
respectively. The net thrust, that is fuel off thrust subtracted
from fuel on thrust, is similar for both cases. However the
resultant specific impulse is less because more fuel had to be
injected with the internal injector to maintain the same
equivalence ratio.
In Figs 8 and I0 the results are presented for hypersonic and
supersonic combustion. The supersonic test conditions were
created by means of an intake scoop giving a double reflection of
7.5 degrees. The diaphragm rupture pressure was adjusted to
maintain approximately the same intake pressures as for the
hypersonic duct. The injector was configured with the same
internal leading edge to give a direct comparison with the
hypersonic results. Table I shows the nozzle exit conditions for
the hypersonic tests, Table 3 shows the supersonic test
conditions. Tables 4 and 5 contain the results of individual runs
for hypersonic and supersonic ducts respectively.
Looking firstly at Fig iO, specific impulse against static intake
temperature, it is seen that there is little difference between
hyper and super sonic combustion. The low temperature cut off is
less clearly defined in hypersonic flow, possibly due to more
pronounced boundary layer heating. This effect would be bard to
'separate from the reduced particle residence times at the higher
math number. From a qualitative point of view it might be said
that as the temperature cools down the higher mach number flow
releases less heat as it has less time to mix and react within
the duct. However, as it does contain a small amount of very hot
gas in the boundary layer, a residual amount of fuel still gets
burned even at very low temperatures, but it doesnot release
enough heat to ignite the main body of the fuel.
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The very high levels of specific impulse previously observed at
Mach 3.5 just above the low temperature ignition -limit were not
seen here. Noting that previous tests at Mach 3.5 showed the
size of this peak to be very pressure sensitive, the lack of high
specific impulse is probably due to the low static pressures in
the hypersonic duct. It should be noted that combustion in this
regime of potentially high specific impulse, that is between 400
and 1500 K, cannot be strictly described as either a diffusion
flame, where reaction times are considered insignificant, or as
a premixed flame where h_at release is totally reaction
controlled. Overall heat release is therefore sensitive to any of
the parameters effecting ignition, reaction and mixing, and is
not fully understood at present. However, speculation as to
the physical mechanisms dominant may be useful.
The presence of a wall alongside the combustion zone of a
scramjet with a combustion mach number of 3.5 has been shown to
seriously reduce the effectiveness of combustion. The reason for
this is not known, but it is possible that in a hypersonic flow,
with thicker boundary layers, the same wall interaction effect
may propagate into the mixing layer of a central jet too. If this
is the case then combustion efficiency would be significantly
improved by moving the injector further away from the wall. A
short series of tests has recently been performed using a square
duct to test this idea. The work has not been documented yet, but
the preliminary results show a complete lack of burning in the
larger duct. This tends to indicate that rather than preventing
combustion, the wall boundary layer may be an important ignition
aid for the scramjet models used in this study. Some of the
possible reasons for this are discussed in the section on the
constant area duct. The reason the boundary layer was ineffective
as an ignition source may be that the boundary layer compression,
through the displacement thickness, produced a smaller pressure
rise in the larger duct. In the small duct the gap between the
injector and the wall is only i0 mm, allowing time for
reflections of compression waves within the length of the
injector. In the large duct this gap is increased to 22.5 mm and
this would lead to a corresponding drop in pressure increase due
to the boundary layer. The model was reassembled with a longer
injector strut, to check if the extra boundary layer development
would help with ignitior,. In this case also no combustion was
observed.
Some apparent contradictions are evident in the supposed role the
boundary layer is playing in the ignition process. In the small
duct the longer injector strut was found to enhance ignition,
whilst at the same time wall static pressures in the absence of
injection were slightly reduced in the constant area section.
This may perhaps be explained by noting that in supersonic flow
strong transverse pressure gradients may exist in the flow, and
that in the immediate vicinity of the injector the pressure may
not have been reduced with the long strut. The high local
pressure seen with the internal injector may have been due to the
wave pattern from the injector leading edge, and might not apply
on the centre line. Additionally the entrainment into the mixing
layer of more heated gas may have enhanced ignition.
The failure of the long strut to induce ignition in the large
duct is not understood at present. The small duct may have been
just on the low pressure limit of combustion,- and the reduced
boundary layer compression in the large duct may have been just
enough to quench the flame. To check this , the large duct was
run with a 5 degree compression to increase the pressure and
reduce the mach number slightly. Combustion was then achieved in
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the large duct. It would appear that at the pressure levels
currently achievable in the tunnel hypersonic combustion is only
marginal. In this condition several effects, which might
otherwise be of secondary importance, may be able to completely
or partially prevent combustion. Further testing at higher
pressures will be necessary to properly evaluate the significance
of these effects. At the moment combustion chamber boundary
layers appear to have a strong influence on combustion. It
remains to be seen if this will still be the case when the
experiments are scaled to larger dimensions and pressures.
In Fig 9 the results are presented in the form of specific
impulse against stagnation enthalpy. This shows the hypersonic
duct having a low temperature cut out at a higher enthalpy than
the supersonic, as is to be expected from the lower static
temperatures associated with higher mach numbers. It also shows
that above an enthalpy of about 7 Mj/kg hypersonic combustion
produces more thrust than supersonic. This is because hypersonic
flow allows the combustion chamber static temperature to be kept
in the region of peak specific impulse. The performance at the
higher enthalpies is well below theoretical maxima, based on
equilibrium combustion, but it is does demonstrate that at
hypersonic combustion can under some circumstances be better than
supersonic.
Conclusions,
Tests with a constant area duct show that hypersonic combustion
is possible with central injection at static intake pressures of
about 20 kpa. At stagnation enthalpies above 13 Mj/kg,
corresponding to static intake temperatures of about 1900 K, no
measurable combustion effects could be observed in comparison to
the injection of helium at the same mass flow rate. At lower
enthalpies significant heat release occurs, as evidenced by the
static pressure rise in the duct. At the higher enthalpies the
duct static pressure levels agreed well with non equilibrium
nozzle flow calculations. At the lower enthalpies pressure levels
agreed with calculations in the upstream sections of the duct,
but increased further downstream, in some cases doubling the
theoretical values. This rise is shown to be compatible with the
presence of turbulent boundary layers in the duct, but should not
be taken as confirmation of such a condition.
In the thrust producing mode values of specific impulse above
800 sec were measured. Combustion was observed in a diverging
duct for conditions with static intake temperatures as low as
400 K, which would require some means of ignition enhancement.
Viscous heating in the hypersonic boundary layer is proposed as a
possible mechanism.
A comparison was made between supersonic (intake mach number 4 to
4.54) and hypersonic (intake mach number 4.8 to 6.3) combustion
by means of an intake attachment made of symmetrical inclined
wedges. Intake static pressure was maintained at the same
approximate value of 20 kpa. Hypersonic combustion was shown to
give improved performance at enthalpies above 7 Mj/kg. The
specific impulse achieved correlated approximately to the intake
static temperature rather than to mach number. _The exception to
this is in the low temperature cut off region where the
hypersonic combustion shows a .gradual reduction" in thrust,
compared to the sudden extinction shown in the supersonic case.
Increased boundary layer heating in the hypersonic flow is
suggested as a possible cause of this effect.
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9The flow conditions currently achieved by the tunnel appear to be
marginal for hypersonic combustion. Small changes in model
geometry can cause substantial reduction in the amount of heat
release in the duct. In this regime the state of the combustion
chamber boundary layers appears to have a strong influence on
combustion, but it is not clear yet if this will still apply at
higher pressures.
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B.
I I I I I
100 200 300 400 500 mm
Rectangular duct.lnt_e section 51x25mm
long injector fitted
Fig 16 Approximate path of compression waves
static
e.eezstagnationpressure PRESSUREUS POSITION.
_ absolute fine : 4.000 us
Fig 15 Fuel on comparisons between internal and external injector
leading edges. 6.Z Mj//kg. 15 degree asgz divergence, ZOOm combustion
!
1 chamber, central injection.
+ .ternal leading edge run 95
injection • squares internll leadiag edge run 105
!
' ' ' -- ' ' ' see.eee
Fig 15
DATA FILE ........... s294
TEXT FILE ........... t294
NORM MOD/CHNL NUMBER.. 16/1
O.OOZ 5orizon : 4.133E-994
static pressure
stagnation
nenzf
value
PRESSUREUS POSITIOH.
aksolute time : 3.586 uc
0.D99
0.099
• •
wefte_ length ' m
Fig 17 Square duct. Injector removed
' ' see.eeo
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Tlble.____J1,M5nozzie,4m, diaphragm;nozzle exit conditions mthout scoops,56.6 Npi rupture (S)tp
Hs shock shock Prupt stl0natio Mach static static rho velocity H2 inj computed by
tube filispeed _Pshock pressure number Pressure teJp Reynolds phial progrll
fl)/kg kpa k|!sec Rpa kpa K kg/ies3 ks!see no (le6!l}
2o.54 20 5.17 2630 37 4.80 22.29 3642 !.77E-2 6.09 1.26 118 estc/nenz(
23,16 25 4.83 2264 39 5.07 20.71 2975 2.07E-2 5.7= 1.55 t31 estc/ne_zf
20.71 30 4.58 188o.67 40 5.1q 20.20 2650 2,32E-2 5.4q 1.77 140 estcinenzf
18.67 40 4.33 1415 48 5.[8 24.31 2516 3.03E-2 5.24 2.3[ [74 estctnen:+
12.98 8(, 3.7l 707.50 48 5.25 23.20 1874 4.12E-2 4.47 3.09 202 estclne_z+
10.60 120 3.30 471,70 49 5,4_ 22 1500 5.20E-2 4.05 4 220 lnterp_lateo
8.39 16_.50 3.0_ 346.18 50 5.54 20.50 1164 6.09E-2 3.70 4,96 248 estc/nenzf noneQ
7.40 2_)(, 2.85 283 5(, 5.65 20 995 6.97E-2 3.49 5.88 267 estc/nerzf noneq
6.20 256 2.62 221.09 50 5.61 18.40 785 8.11E-2 3.22 7.29 287 estc/ner:+ noneo
5.49 300 2.46 186.67 52 5.92 18.10 668 9.38E-2 3.04 8.82 313 estc/nen:_ noneq
5 350 2,36 Ibl.71 52 6 17.40 592 1.02E-1 2.ql 9.93 326 e_tc/nenzf none_
4.73 375 2.28 150.93 54 6.04 17.70 551 I.IIE-I 2.83 11 345 estc_ne_z_ nonce
4.57 400 2.25 141.50 54 6.0_ 17.40 526 ].ISE-I 2.79 11.00 _52 estctne-:f none_
4,3o 45=;D 2,16 125.78 0(, 0.12 19 4% 1.33E-I 2.73 [3.70 39_ estcinerzfnonce
;.68 55(, 1,93 102.91 b(* b.30 17.30 _79 1.58E-I 2.46 17.70 427 estc/nen:f noneq
3._1 OO(I 1.91 q4.33 6(b 6.3(, 18 365 1.65E-I 2.43 18.70 44(, shocV
3.1? _50 l.Bc 87.06 67 6.30 L8.20 347 [.80E-I 2,38 20,80 471 shock
Tzble_,M5 nozzle exit cone:lions,7.5 scoop_ I ms diiphrigEruptur e pressure 14.5 Rpa (Si/p
Mj/kg
10.10
7
4.32
3.05
2.45
2.27
2.]e
shock shock P rupt stmgnatzo Mach static static rho
tube fillspee_ /P shock pressure number pressure tamp
kpa ks/sec Mpa kpa k kgl,l*3 k,isec
20 3.3; 725 7.80 4.01 18.50 2040 2.96E-2 3.75
40 2.77 362.50 9.50 4.08 21.90 1510 4.96E-2 3.21
80 2.I7 176 10.50 4.30 21.90 863 8,79E-3 2.54
120 1._4 118 lv.50 4.44 21.50 613 1.21E-I 2.21
16(i 1.64 88 10.50 4.40 20.90 477 1.52E'1 1.97
1BY 1.58 78 10.50 4.5_ 20,60 435 1.64E-1 1.90
20(* 1.55 70 10.50 4,54 20.20 407 1.72E-] 1.84
velocity H2 |hi colputed by
phi=l program
kpa
122 nenzf/oblique
"175 nenzflobizque
245 nenz(tobl_oue
294 shock/oblique
328 shockiobiioue
341 shock/oblique
_47 shock/oblxque
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T|bl.___t4,4mmd)iphrigi;test results 4or no scoopJ_terni] injector ,_6.6 flpi rupture |.b |m centriltinjector (Slip
200ram combustion chamber, 150 divergence
Hs shock stagQ|hointake intI_e H2 phi thrust/ Mat net speciJlc comments
M)/k_ tube _lllpressure telp pressure in]ection stagn thrust thrust impulse
kpi Mpa k kpi kpa n/kpi N N sec
1_1 18.67 40 48 2516 24.30 2(,7 l.i9 1,75E-6 64,90 12 185
193 18.67 40 48 2516 24.T0 G 0 46.10
190 12,98 80 46 1674 23.20 237 1.17 2,32E-O 90.10 35 457
194 12.98 80 48 1874 23.20 0 0
192 10.60 120 49 15(10 22 23i 1,06 114 02 819
196 10.b,) 120 49 1500 22 0 0 52.1(i
121 8.39 165.50 50 1164 20.50 240 .97 2,57E-6 103,20 50,70 653
123 8,39 163,50 50 II_4 20,5(, 0 0 1.32E-6 52.50
122 7.4(, 20(, 50 995 20 243 .91 2,41E-6 99.90 47.30 602
103 b,20 256 50 785 18,40 237 .83 2.97E-6 111.80 65,50 845 unstead_
104 6,20 256 50 785 16.40 0 0 1.21E-6 40,30
105 6,20 256 50 785 18,4_ 157 .55 1,72E-b 69.30 23 453
!0_ 0,20 256 50 785 16.40 300 1.05 1.93E-0 84.I0 37,80 390
I(_ b,20 256 50 765 18,40 328 1.14 very unsteady
109 5.49 300 52 bOB 16.10 241 .77 1.99E-6 68.90 42.60 547
111 5 350 52 592 17.40 23t .71 2.04E-6 76,20 31,90 427
112 4.73 375 5A 551 17.70 227 .66 1,72E-6 68.70 22,40 305 a little u_stead
110 4.57 400 54 520 17.40 232 .66 very unsteady
114 4.57 40(, 54 52e 17.40 240 .68 2.08E-6 Bb,80 40.50 522
115 4,36 450 60 496 19 235 .59 2.13E-6 86,10 39,80 524
117 4.36 450 60 496 19 0 0 1.31E-6 47.90
118 3.68 550 00 379 17.30 237 .56 1.71E-6 53.70 5.80 76
119 3.31 600 60 365 16 228 .52 1.73E-6 62.90 15 196
120 3.17 65(, 63 34_ 18.20 183 .39 1,76E-6 44.10 0 0
4 Tible 5,7.5 scoop,l ms dliphragm rupture 14.5Mpa,15 deq isyliexper_ie_td results (91p
----200ram combusfion chamber, 15° divergence
_un
number N]/kq tube _illDressure tesp
182 I0,I0
183 10.10
181 7
180 7
i_5 4.19
l_e 4.19
1_) 3.05
16_ 2.45
17_ 2,45
I7_ 2,45
172 2.27
170 2.16
kpa _pa
2O
20
40
40
BO
60
120
160
160
160
Ib0
180
200
Hs shock stagnatiolntake Intake H2 phi thrust/ _tx net specific comments
p,essure injection stagn thrust thrust impulse
k kDa kpa n!kpa N # sec
7.B0 2040 18,50 171 1.40 61,90 14.70 266
LSO 2040 18,50 0 0 42.50 0
9.50 1510 21.90 181 1.03 7B 29.20 499
9.50 1510 21,90 0 0 47.20 0
10.5(' 899 22.b0 0 0 6.40E-3 44,10
10.50 899 22,60 200 .82 1.17E-2 92 47.90 740
10.50 613 21.50 219 ,75 1.27E-2 I06 62 875
10.50 477 20.90 200 .bl 120 7b 1200 unstead_
10.50 477 20.90 0 0 44,70
10.5(i I37 20.90 0 0 48.90
10.50 477 20.90 239 .73 93,60 48.90 633
10.50 435 20.60 207 .61 53.60 9.50 142
10,50 407 20.20 205 .59 49.20 5,10 77
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HYDROGEN $CRAMJET WITH SIDEWALL INJECTION
SHOCK TUNNEL SIMULATIONS
R.G. Morgan, A. Paull, N. MOEEIS, R.J. StalkeE
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.SW_v_ TUNNEL SIIqULATIONS.
+ • - •
R.G.Morasn. A.Poull.N.MoFrts.R.J.StoIker.
Department of Mechanical Engineering.
University of Queensland.
St Lucia. Queensland. &067.
This paper presents the results of
exper±ments on a acramjet combustion
chamber with sidewall injection performed
in the free piston shock tunnel. T3. st the
Australian National University. A two
dimensional model was used with provision
for parallel and transverse injection. The
results indicated that combustion was
strc, nglv influenced bv 8 region of fuel
whose temperature was held below its
i_nltion temperature by wall cooling
effects. This leads to s large amount of
unburned fuel. and produces a sz¢niticant
drop In specific impulse This is a feature
of shock tunnel e×per_ment$ with cold walJs
which would not necessarilY apt, Iv to a
flight situation, where aerodynamic
heating would Keep the walls above the
hvdrogen ignition temperature. Maximum
specific impulse was produced by using a
comblnation st parallel and transverse
injection in a Ions combustion chamber
followed by a dual stage expansion. The
presence of a layer of fuel attached to the
wall was seen to significantly reduce the
surface heat transfer rates, indicating the
potential for weight savings because of
reduced thermal insulation requirements.
However. thls effect say be dependent on
the wall quenching layer and might not
apply to a flight situation.
|NTHODt_'TIO_.
_ramjets potentially represent the most
attractive form of propulsion for high
altitude and Mach number flight in the
upper atmosphere, down to the point where
subsonic combustion becomes more efficient
at about Math 4. 6el If). Due to the high
fl_r,t sr4e_s _nvoived. considerable
aero_vnam_c heatin_ of the exposed surfaces
occurs. Active cooling of these surfaces
wlll be required in the ducted sections of
the engine where radiative cooling cannot
be used. Liquid hydrogen is carrie_ on the
craft as a fuel. and is therefore the molt
suitable coolant.
Studies have shown . Ref. (2}, that the
hydrogen required for propulsion is
adequate to meet the cooling requirements
+ Se.:_ Lectwer. kO_m.l Bql_:_, _r al_.
• • Se.:_ kese_ _siitant,l_O_r,lcal[_I_;_.
• Prof_sor. Rlch_._ca] [ngzn_r:_, #l_er M_.
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up to flight sp_8 of Mach 10. Above this
speed additional hydrogen, or some other
coolant, must be carried in order to
maintain a heat balance at reasonable
surface temperatures. This weight penalty
would" reduce the useful payload of the
craft, and therefore engine design must sam
to reduce heating loads wherever
possible.
A particular heat transfer and materials
problem Is presented bY the construction of
the fuel injection system itself. From a
combustion point of view. an in3ector strut
projecting into the flow is desirable, as
this maximises mixing and fuel heating
rates by providing two fuel sir interfaces.
However the total heat input to the strut
is high because it is heated from two
surfaces. The strut would be made as thin
as possible to minimise drag. and this
would compound the problem of removing tP_
heat by means of a coolant.
Cooling requirements are considerably
alleviated for the wall injector because
there is only one heating surface, and
there is not the same space restriction for
the coolant passages. At Mach numbers above
10 hydrogen in excess of propulsion needs
Bust be carried, and this will be ejected
unburned from the craft. I[ wall injectors
are used then the excess hydrogen will form
an unburned layer attache,: to the wall. and
this will provide further thermal
protection.
The reduced cooling requirements of wall
In_ection will be of little use if it does
not perform well in the thrust producing
mode. There lm now considerable
experimental data available for injection
struts, and a basic understanding has been
obtained about the associated thrust
producing mechanisms. Ref. (3) has studied
large scale models up to flight speeds of
2.2 km/s in blow down tunnels, and Ref. (&)
has done shock tunnel atudies up to 5.5
km/a.
A program of experimental research into
wall injection was started in 1985 unoer
contrsc_ to the NASA Langley Research
Center. The preliminary results of this
work were presented in Ref. (5). using a
simple geometry with the thrust surface
formed behind s single Prandtl Meyer
expansion fan. Two effects were noticed
which lead to reduced performance compared
to central, strut mounted injectors.
Firstly. with the mixing and combustion
zone being attached to the wall. net thrust
due to expanding the combustion products
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was only develop_ Over a small section of Math number was set bv the hvdrocef_the thrust surface for the Short combustion
chamber •tudled. reservoir pressure. Thro•t blocks were
avail•ble to pr_uce m Par•llel )ut. •nd
Jets inclined •t _.b and 15 Oelrees to the
Secondly, reduced combustion w•• observed, intake flow. In a •lilht departure from two
and the existence of s quenche_ laver of dimensional flow. there was provision for a
fuel attached to the wall was Postulated as combination of tram•verse and parallkl
• n explanation for this effect. No injection by •eans of s series of hoJes
combustion st all could be schieved'below drilled at 45 degrees to the flow and
• n equivalence rstlo of shout 1.5. When pointing downstrea•.
more hydroeen was injected it would burn
well. but the heat release obtained The injector was followed by a r,arallel
indicated that the hydroeen in the section, the length o| which could be
im_i•te vicinity of the will was •till varied between 25 and 150 am. The exhaust
unburned. This lead to low value• of nozzle of the co•buitor consisted of flatspecific impulse.
thrust surface•, with provision /or staged
In the light of these results a :urther expansions and v•rl•ble divergence angles.
ser;es of tests were _rforsed. desiin_ to Thrust •nO he•t transfer were measured by
optimise speci_zc impulse within the means of transducers mounted on the intske
limitation• of models with cold walls and and on the thrust surfaces. The shock
partially quenched •lxing layers, snO to tunnel was oPerated in the reflected Shock
gain an understanding of thrust production mode. with a •ach 3.5 contoured nozzle
mechanisms in this configuration cr•atinE condition• aPpropriate to the
intake of a scram)at combustion chamb®r
By means of two stage expansions in the The experimental apparatus ana procedure zs
exhaust nozzle, extended combustion described more fully in Re/ (4).
ch•sber• and a combination of parallel and
transverse injection it was Possible to
increase the thrust and specific impulse
developing. However the quenchinl effect of _¢__-T_U_,__ON.havins the combustion zone attached to th_
wall was •till found to be Predominant, and Combustion produces hast release in the
oniy small improvement• were observed, wall flow field, which can in turn Prm_uce
injection of mil•ne, which i• able to burn increased thrust in the. expansion nozzle.
spontaneously st room temperature, was There sre two mechanisms by which thrust is
used to confirm that the lack of combustion transmitted from the burning Jet to the
with pure hvdrosen was ind_d due to wsil$ of the •odel. Compression waves from
thermal effects, the two mech•ni•m• are shown •chem•ticallv
The thermally quenched mixin; layer is not in fig 3.
expected to be a problem in a flight Firstly. the heat release causes the burned
Situation with aerodynamically heated 8ales to expand, and this sends compression
walls, and several means of makin$ shock wav4s through the rest of the flow Th_
tunnel testing •ore representative •re waves re/lect off the model wails, cau_zf;£
available. These include the addition of a increased local static pressures and a
small amount of Siline to the fuel. corre•pondin$ increase in thrust.
preheated fuel, and preheated walls.
Secondly. the fuel Jet creates a region of
£XP£RIM£NTAU APPA_TUS. lower Mach number, due to the increased
sped of Sound after combustion, and when
this low Math number zone Zs zubsequentlv
The exPeriments were Performed in a two exp•naed in the nozzle it will experience a
dimensional model chosen to follow as •mailer pressure drop than the hich math
closely a• possible the dimension• of • number fr#stream or the fuel c,ff flow. The
previous model with s central injector Pressure mismatch creates compression waves
strut. A schematic of the model is •hown in in the fr_mtream and expansion waves In
fit 1. Injection was from behind • 5 mm the fuel 3el. When the compression waves
step in the wall. The height of the step reach the wall they create • region of
was identical to the thickness of the increased suffice pressure, and hence a
central injector strut in order to five thrust increment. 1his mechanism st thrust
realistic comparisons between the two production 1• subsequently referr_ to as
geometries The conltruction of the the expansion intersctlon e/Sleet. It the
injector is shown in Fig 2. Equivalence )el Hach num_r drops below 1._1 then th_
ratio was controlled by means of
interchanEable throat blocks, and injection
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effects are reversed, with expansion waves Because only a small, pressure drop is
in the freestream and compressions in the associated with s k degree expansion . it
was hoped that the Jet .would continue to
jet. mix and react and spreid scroll the duct in
For central ln3ection the low sach number the first thrust producing stage. When the
resion iS in the middle of the duct. and jet iS lUbSequently expanded by the second
the thrust generated by the expansion stage ttl thicKnels lhould be luch that
interaction mechanism iS realised at sole lubltantill thrult could be produced by the
distance downstream of the corner. For wall expansion interaction le_hod.
,njection the low math number flow is
attached to the wall. and thrust il The advantage over a lingle expansion of 15
generated in the region immediately degrees is twofold.
downstream of the corner, until the point Firstly , if the full 15 degrees expansion
where the pressure differential between the is introduced too earlY, no further
burnt gases &nd the freestream Is cosbustion will take place. By limiting the
eliminated. The thickness of the fuel/air initlll expansion to 4 degrees, thrust say
jet determines the distance over which be developed in s region that is still
thrust is developed by the interaction supporting combustion.
mechanise. Wail injection is -Iiaite_ in
comparison to central injection because the Secondly. the final expansion takes place
mixing layer has only one fuel air at I point where the jet has had time to
interface, and consequently would not be spread away from the wall. and this Elves
expected to develop so tepidlY, Also the potential for increased thrust from the
distance required for the expansion to expansion interaction effect.
propagate from the corner to the jet
permits extra mixing with central _hort c_mbustion chamber.Tw9 sta_e dlversence.
injection. The in,tisl series of tests was done w_th
the iodel configured as shown zn _18 3 w_th
s 25 mm lenfth of constant area duct after
inject;on before the start o: the _ degree
diverging section.
Extra length in the combustion chamber
before expanding the flow may be expected In Fig 4 the results of the dual stage
to allow the mixing layer to spread divergence are compared to previous data
further from the wall across the duct. for a single thrust surface with 15 degrees
producing lore thrust upon expansion of the divergence. It is seen that at an enthsl_y
jet. A weight penalty would be lllOCilted of 8.7 MJ/kg no Improvement in performance
with the longer cosbustion chimber, and it was produced.
is advantageous to start expanding the flow
as soon as possible a_ter injection. In Fig _ the pressure against distance
However. expansion of the jet before profiles are shown. It is seen that despite
complete combustion isachieved can have a significant heat release in the 4 degree
quenchtn_ effect on the flame, and 1% also section, as shown by the pressure r_seabove fuel off levels, very little n t
slows down the spread of the 3et across
duct. The optimum configuration of thrust is developed on the downstream
combustion chamber and expansion nozzle is thrust surface.
likely to _e a compromise between these two At an enthslpy of a.2 MJ/kg no improvement
effects, in specific impulse was produced, is can be
It was noted in previous experiments that seen fros FiE 4 b. However it can be seenfrom FiE 5 b that the effects of the
the thrust produced by wall injection wa_ reduced divergence are just befinninE to be
not very sensitive to the thrust surface
divercence angle when the expansion / jet felt in the fore of combustion induced
interaction is absent, this applles to pressure rises towards the downstream ena
short combustion chambers which do no% of the first thrust surface. 'rnis would
allow for significant propagation of the suggest that somewhat more distance forcombustion was required before the start of
m;x_ng layer from the wall. It Wll
therefore decides to construct s combustion the IS degree section. Consequently the twostage thrust surface was then USed with an
chamber with a 2 stage divergence, extended combustion chamber, although this
The first stale includes s thrust surface does to I certain extent defeat the purpose
inclined at 6 degrees to the intake flow. of the two stage expansion, which Zs to
This leosetrv was shown in kef 5 to produce obtain thrust in all sections where thefuel is burning.
significant thrust due solely to
compressions from the burning :uel jet.
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Lonm combustion chamber.
4/15 desreNH diverlenqg,
At an enthalpy of 8.7 MJ/kg no improvement
was produced by the extra mixing length, as
lay be l(Nmn bY COlpsrlnl Fill 6• and 4a for
specific tlpUlle, and Figs 7a and 5a for
P/X dependence.
At 4.2 MJ/kg i noticeable improvement in
Perform•nee was gained by •ddin¢ the
Colbultton chamber extension. This is shown
both by the lncreale_ value of specific
ilpulse Fxg bb and Silo by the
developlent of net thrust on the lecond
thrust lurface. FAg 7b.
It would appear that at the higher enthalpv
condition .8.7 MJ/kg . the temperature
after the initial expansion of _ degrees is
lufficlently high to produce rapid
combustion , and the heat reZeale is only
lisited by the quenched zone attached to
the will. The addition of extra combustion
chamber length Ooes not change this. and no
increase in the difference between fuel on
and fuel off was observed, as say be seen
by comparing FAgs 5a and 7a.
However at the lower enthalpy condition .
_.2 Hi/k| , it is lien in Fig Sb that
without the combustion chamber extension
significant heat release only occurs
towards the end of the 4 degree lection ,
lnd not luch net thrult ll produced on
either lurf•ce. This Is thought to be due
to the longer ignition delay at the lower
temperature. In this Call ,when a longer
COlbultiOn chamber Wal Uled. ignition
occurred Upltreal of the firlt expansion ,
and increased thrust ell developed on both
lUrfaCel, •l lean in Pig 7b.
A similar effect has previously been
oblerve_ with central injection, kef 9 ,
where increasing combustion chamber length
is only beneficial at the lower enth•lpies.
This lay alSO be true for Wall injection.
Transverse and Parallel lnlection,
In an attempt to improve the performance of
the wall in3ected lcrim3et a moaified
injector was constructed with transverse
holes •a well •s the par•llel Injectlon
throat, Zt Wal hoped that the trlnlverse
momentum of the jetl would carry some of
the fuel through the boundary layer and
• way from the quenching effect of the wall,
and wOUld •Zso increase the mixing rates.
A IChelltiC of the injector Is shown in Fig
g. |t consists of i series of holes drilled
• t 45 degreel to the flow lnd pointing
downstream. The percentage of tranlverlely
lnJecte_ hydrogen WaS controlled by
changing the throat of the "paraLlel
ln3ector, and letting the hydrogen
reservoir pressure to give the requlre_
total equivalence ratio. Transverse
hydrogen ills flow rites equal to 2?% and
79_ Of that passing through the parallel
Injectors were produced for thu 0.9 mm and
the 0.1 as throats respectively No, other
colbinationl were used.
Seduction of the size of the quenched zone
would be evident in the form of increase_J
values of specific impulse, and also
combustion would be possible at lower
values of equivalence ratio.
COlbuitzon in a lCramjet using fuel from a
room temperature reservoir requires heatln_
of the fuel to its' ignition temperature by
transfer of heat from the free stream, in
the wall injection case this flow of heat
is partially offse_ by the flow of heat to
the wall, and is also ltmite_ by only
havinl one fuel air interlace, a_ oppo_ea
to two for central znjectors In the two
dimensional configuration the area lot heat
transfer from the flow to the _et _s equal
to the ares for tzansfer Irom the )at tc
the will. lad th_s limits the tem_rature
which may be achieves in the Jet However a
circular Jet propagating transversely
across a duct will hive s much larier area
exposed to the flow and may be expected
to let hotter.
Transverse intection.
lone combustion chamber.
In fig 9 the results of transverse
Injection with an extended combustion
chamber are shown.
Transverse injection at the 8.7 MJ/kg
enthslpy condition again gives no
improvement over any of the other results.
except at low values of equivalence rat_:.l
CoSbUltion with transverse injection
occurred at lower equivalence rat:us than
was possible with parallel injectlon alone.
This il indicated by the two points on Fig
9a at equivalence ratios of u._3 and 1.1].
This would susgest that above i certain
rue! injection Pressure the transverse 3ets
are to some extent penetrating the _oundarv
layer, and burning at lower equivalence
ratios than is possible for wall injection.
However. the heat release from this
combustion ls not reducing the Size of th_
quenched zone in the parallel injected
component, and Io no increase in IpeCific
impulse iS observed •t higher equivalence
ratios,
AlSO lhown on Pig 9i iS • dlta _Int
obtained by injecting Helium instead of
hydrogen. This was done for selected
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conditlon•, to;ether with the injection of W___ |ffJKCTIUf_ _F _ILAN_
hydrogen into nitrogen test gas. to The presence of the cold model walls
separate the effects of combustion from the represents • •ink of heat to the flow.
physical presence of a 3et of foreign gas because in the short duration of the tests
in the flow. In this case a genuine the wall temperature does not rise
combustion effect appears to be present as algnificantlv above ambient. The cooling
the hydrogen I• producing slgnificantlv effect of the wall penetrates a si,nificant
more specific impulse than the helium _aF. distance into the flow. With central
in3ection this does not have a critical
At 4.2 MJ/kg combustion at low _quivaler, ce effect on the development of combustlon
ratios is again observed. In •aditic,n _here
also appears to be significant improvement However. when the fuel is injected from the
in performance in the equivalence ratio wall _n •hock tunr,el testing, there i_
range of 1 to 2.5 . as may be seen from Fig always a region whose temperature will be
9b. Also shown on this figure are the held below the _gnition temperature.
results of 4.2 MJ/kf tests with a regardless of how much combustion may _ak_
transverse component equal to 79% of the place further away from th_ wall. The
parallel in3ection, the only condition for hydrogen cent•ameS in thi£ low temp_ratur_
which this wBS done. Thls shows no re$ion appears to correspond to an
improvement over the 27% ca_e. It had t_en equivalence ratio of approxlmatelv 1 5.
hoped that a larger pro_,ortion of because no ignition at all is possible a_
transversely injected fuel would lead to lower equivalence ratios. 'it,is r_pre_n_s a
more com_ustlon, and higher specific serious defect in th_ a_illtv of sh0ck
impulse. This effect would seem to indlcat= tunnel tests to accurately moa_l a real
that the transverse jets are not flight situation wlth mere,dynamically
Penetratzn$ very far into the flow. and are heated walls.
still restricted by wall quenchinf.
The fuel in the quenched r_gic,h may _e
Further evidence of this is given in Fi_ mixed with oxvgen, with only the Ic_
i0. which compares the wall rressure anO temperature inhiDltln, c._mbu_tic.n. _c
tem_,erature profiles for a slngle 15 degree, confirm that this zs indeed the case. •nO
expansaon at an enthalpv of _.l MJ/kg tc,r that the lack of combustion is not. the
paraliel and z7_ transverse injection. No result of lone other causu, a test was done
difference i• apparent _etween the pressure with the injection of a 20% silane hydrogen
traces . and onlva sll_ht increase in heat mixture.
transfer with transverse in)ectlon was
observed. Both tests were taken at an The fuel was in_ected at an equivalence
equivalence ratio o: about 2. where no ratio of 0.5 into a flow of enthalpv 4.Z
thrust increment was observed with M)/kg. With hydrogen in3ection aic.ne no
transverse injection, a more signit)cant combustlon would be_ expected at thi_
result would be at equivalence ratios of condition. The results of this test are
order one where the transverse in3ection shown in Fig 11. and it can be seen by the
appears to be effective, but no heat pressure r_se above the tuel c.:! )evel_
transfer data was taken at those that it burnt well.
condltions. Thi_ result is F1gnlt]ran_ _n that _T
It Is possible that the transverse jets Oem,:,nstrates that ,:,xv_en is ,_Iff,a_Ir,_ to,
also require a laver of fuel as a thermal the fuel laver ciose to the wall. an_ that
buffer to insulate them from the wall. and it is t_ermal, effects which are preventing
if this is not supplied bv the parallel jet it from burning. This gives encouragement
then more of the transverse component will
t_ quenched. Another factor which may be
s_nzficant is the effect of the expansion
from the trailin¢ e_ge of the in_ecto:. The
strength of this expansion is oepennent ,:,n
the amount of fuel in)ected throu#h the
parallel throat. Less _uel :tom the
parallel throat would lead to a stronger
expansion and a region of cooler fuel
Oownatream of the in_ector.
to efforts which are currently _,_.in_ mad_
to design a model whlch can use heated
fuel. and possibly even heated walls. It
also suggests that In %he absence cf the
above, ailane milht be used to Investigate
other aspects o| combustion which are
difficult to stuOv properly in the presence
of an extensive laver of quenched fuel.
Signi_ican_ combustion was achieveo in a
• cramJet with wall injection, but the
presence of cold wall• lea_ to the
quenching of a aigniflcant fraction of the
fuel. and this produced reduces values of
50
specific impulse Thzs effect,was part_ally
offset by the use of transverse InjectLon
and staSed expansions. The successful
combustion of a silane hydrosen mzxture at
an equivalence ratio of 0.5 was taken as
con[irmation that the reduced combustion
was due to thermal effects, and was not the
result of some other limitations ol the
facility.
To make shock tunnel testing with wall
in_ectzon mere representative of fliSht
conaZtions where hot walls would not be
expected to quench the [uel. the use of
preheated fuel. preheated walls or the
in3ectlon of small amounts of silane are
beint investisated.
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NUMERICAL MODELLING OF SIDEWALL ZNJECTED S_TS
C. Brescianini & R.G. Morgan
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NUMERICAL MODELLING OF SIDEWALL INJECTED SCRAM JET
Side wall injection is an attractive alternative to .central injection
in a scrantJet engine, since the hydrogen layer can shield the walls of the
scramjet engine from the high temperatures found in the free stream.
Previous experiments using a model scramJet in the high enthalpy flow
created by shock tunnels, however, have indicated that the performance of
the wall injected scramjet is significantly reduced when compared with the
performance of the central injected scramJet (Ref. I). A numerical study of
the scramjet's flowfield was undertaken to see if the experimental results
could be reproduced; and if they could, to see what other details of the
flow might be learned from the numerical results.
All scramJet experiments in the shock tunnel, to date. have been
performed using fuel with a total temperature equal to the local room
temperature. In future experiments it has been proposed tO heat the
hydrogen fuel so that the temperatures will better simulate those which
occur in a real flight vehicle. The numerical program was also used here as
a predictive tool, so that the likely changes In performance due to fuel
heating may be ascertained.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM
A two-dimensional, parabolic computer program was used to compute the
flow field inside the scramJet model. The computer program (known as CHARMS
at the University of Queensland) is based on the CHARNAL computer program
which is described in Ref. 2. The program is specifically designed to
calculate the turbulent mixing and chemical reactions which occur when
hydrogen is injected parallel to a main stream of air. The program solves
the time-averaged parabolic partial differential equations for the
transport of momentum, energy, and species. The solution to the
differential equations is accomplished by the finite difference method of
Patanker and Spalding (3).
A finite rate chemistry scheme is used in the program to calculate the
chemical reaction rates. This scheme is described in more detail in Ref. 4.
This reference describes the use of two available reaction systems. The
first involves the use of 7 species and 8 reactions (treating N 2 as inert),
and the second involves 12 species and 25 reactions. In addition the
chemical reaction rates may be reduced to allow for the effects of
"unmixedness _ often found in turbulent reacting flows.- For the cases
studied in Ref. 4 it was found that the 25 reaction system was superior in
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predicting ignition, however once ignition had occurred the 8 reaction
system was as good as the 25 reaction system. For all the cases studied in
this report the 8 reaction system has been used, and the effects of
unmixedness have not been included.
The turbulent viscosity in the program is calculated by the well known
k-e model of turbulence (Ref. 5). In its most common form (known as the kel
model) the viscosity is found from the formula:
IJ t - Cp p k2 (1)
£
where the quantities k and ¢ are found by solving a pair of transport
equations simultaneously with the equations governing the mean flow, and C
P
is a constant.
The k¢2 model is an extended version of the k-c model which contains a
weak shear flow correction (Ret. 5) in the form of
m
Cp -- g(P/c) (2)
Here, P/¢ represents the average value of P/E across the layer. This
correction greatly improves the k-¢ models's ability to predict flows where
the production P and dissipation ¢ of the turbulence are not in balance.
The k-¢ turbulence model was developed for incompressible flows, and
its application to compressible shear layers has shown that it tends to
overestimate the mixing rate in high Mach number flows. To help overcome
this problem an empirical compressibility correction has been developed
(Ref. 6) which is applied to the turbulent viscosity calculated from the
k-e model. This correction factor is applied whenever the Mach number is
above one. The correction factor is evaluated as follows:
K(MI:) = 0.25 + 0.75 / ( 1.0 + exp( 24.73( MI: - 0.2 )) (3)
where M_ is k 1/z divided by the local speed of sound.
The compressibility corrected version of the kc2 model has been used
to obtain all the results presented in this report. The turbulence
constants used in the calculations are as follows:
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Cp = 0.09 E(P/'--'c) , C¢1 = 1.44 , CtZ = 1.92 , x = 0.435
o = 1.00 , o - 1.30 , other o = 0.9 , o = 0.7
t0k t,£ t's l'l
CHARNAL makes use of wall functions to relate the fluxes through the
walls with the values of the dependant variables atthe near-wall nodes.
The use of wall functions is required because the k-c model employed is not
valid in the low Reynolds number region near the walls. The wall functions
used in this report assume uniform shear stress prevails in the region near
the walls, an assumption which is not entirely valid if large pressure
gradients exist. Wall functions which do consider the effects of pressure
gradient are available in CHARNAL, however they have not been used to
obtain the results presented here due to instability problems.
Pressure gradients in the lateral direction are calculated in the
program by using the SIMPLE (Semi-lmplicit Method for Pressure-Linked
Equations) algorithm. The application of this procedure for use in the
CHARNAL program is described in Ref. 7.
TEST CONDITIONS
Free Stream
Two nominal , free stream stagnation enthalpy conditions were used,
namely 4.2 MJ/kg and 8.7 MJ/kg, and one Mach number, M ffi 3.5 . The values
of velocity, temperature, and dissociation at the exit of the shock tunnel
nozzle (and thus at the entrance to the scramJet) were estimated by using
NENZF (Ref. 8) , which takes into consideration the non-equilibrium effects
occurring as the flow in the nozzle expands. It should be noted that only
nominal free stream conditions were used in making the calculations. The
results are shown in Table 1.
TABLE I
H
g
(MJ/kg)
8.7
4.2
FREE STREAM CONDITIONS AT SCRAM JET INLET
T PIN
(Z) (kPa)
2520 160
1160 158
U
(m/s)
(X
(%)
M
32 50 10.3 3.34
2380 O. 18 3.59
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Hydrogen
Hydrogen reservoir (injection) pressures were taken directly from the
experimentally recorded reservoir pressures where available (room
temperature fuel). When the experimental hydrogen reservoir pressures were
not available (heated fuel runs), the same reservoir pressures as the
equivalent room temperature run was used.
INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM
Hydrogen static pressures at the exit of the injector were generally
not matched with the free stream static pressures during experiments. In
reality this would result in a strong wave/shock structure immediately
downstream of the injector. Current attempts to model this structure with
CHARNAL have shown stability problems which are yet to be overcome. As a
result a much more approximate treatment of the flow characteristics near
the injector have been ta.ken In this report. First the hydrogen and air
mass flow rates, total temperature, and stagnation pressures are
calculated. The two gases are then allowed to expand in a 1-D isentropic
fashion, keeping the static pressures the same in both streams, until the
combined thickness of the two streams match the height of the duct after
the injector. The velocities, and temperatures of the two streams, and the
common static pressure, are then used as the initial conditions for the
program. A step change in the velocity and temperature is assumed at the
mixing layer. If any recirculating regions are present near the injector,
their effects have been ignored in the calculations. This is necessary
since CHARNAL, being a parabolic program, cannot predict regions with
recirculation.
A fuel preheating rig is nearing completion at the Mechanical
Engineering Department. This rig will quickly heat the hydrogen fuel by
burning some of the hydrogen fuel with oxygen before injection. Initial
estimates show that the total temperature of the fuel after this heating
may be as high as 1800 K, wlth static temperatures of the order 1000 K. For
this reason hydrogen total temperatures of 1800 K have been used in the
heated fuel computations. The experimental rig will also result in some
water vapour being injected along with the hydrogen. CHARNAL currently
cannot handle the initial presence of water with the injected hydrogen. As
a result the effects of the initial water vapour have also been neglected
in this report.
Initial values of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation length
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scale are also required before computations can begin. Since these values
are not measured an estimate is required. The values used in this report
are:
k
g Z
Hydrogen UZ 0.005
Air
k ffi 0.001
U z
£
m ffi 0.03
DJ
A constant temperature is used as the boundary condition for the
energy equation along the top and lower wails. The temperature of the lower
wall was fixed at 291 K for the calculations.
RESULTS
(A) CONSTANT AREA DUCT RESULTS
HS= 4.2 MJ/kg • _ ffi 1.43 •
Room Temperature Fuel
Shock tunnel experiments in Ref. 1 ,using the scramjet model with wall
injection, had shown that very little pressure rise occurred in the
scramjet duct when the equivalence ratios were below approximately 1.6 . In
an attempt to explain this phenomena it was proposed that a region of
hydrogen fuel, which was injected along the lower wall of the model, was
being quenched by the cold wails, and thus preventing combustion from
occurring. Since the particular test case under study here was also at a
low equivalence ratio, it presented a good case to test this theory against
the results from numerical computations.
Fig. 1 displays a plot of the computed pressure (normalized against
initial pressure) versus distance from the injector. Also plotted on the
same figure are two sets of experimental data taken from Ref. 9. The first
set are the results when a cyUndrical nozzle was used in the injector, and
the second are the results when a source-flow nozzle was used. (The shape
of these nozzles is explained in more detail in Ref. 9). Both sets of
experimental data have been normalized against the experimentally recorded
pressure in the inlet to the scramjet (upstream of the injector).
6O
Pig. 1 displays a reasonable amount of agreement between theory and
experiment when the_ inaccuracies of the experimental pressures, and the
large assumptions required to obtain the initial conditions for the
computations are considered. The normalized pressure does not rise above
1.25 until approximately 27 cm downstream of the injector.
Fig. 2 shows the experimentally recorded heat transfer results along
the lower wall of the model (these results have been taken from Ref. 9 and
have been amended by a factor of 2 ), along with the numerically computed
results. Again, considering the large scatter In the experiments, the
agreement is very good.
Since there is a reasonable amount of agreement between the
computations and all the experimental results currently available at this
particular test condition, It is now interesting to turn to the
computations to see what other information may be obtained.
Fig. 3 displays the mass fraction of water versus distance from the
lower wall at 3 different distances downstream of the injector. It can be
seen that very little reaction has occurred at a distance of 10 cm.
Temperature contours are shown in Fig. 4 ,with distances downstream of
the injector along the lower side, and the 2.5 cm duct height along the
vertical side. Very little temperature rise is seen until approximately
12 cm downstream. It would appear that the ignition is quite slow at this
lower enthalpy, delayed by both the low temperatures and low oxygen
dissociation levels. A 25 reaction chemistry system, if it had been used,
may have produced a more accurate estimate of the ignition delay length
than the 8 reaction system used here.
The temperature contours in Fig. 4 also indicate quite a large cold
region of hydrogen near the lower wall which could possibly prevent
combustion. However, it is also important to consider the local mixture
equivalence ratios. Self ignition may be expected to occur in region where
the mixture equivalence ratio is approximately 0.2 ,and the temperatures
are above 800 K (Ref. 10). Pig. 6 displays local equivalence ratio
(ignoring 02 and H2 in the form of water) contours at levels of 0.2, 1.0
and 1.8 .These contours give some Indication of where the flame front is
likely to occur. The @ ffi 0.2 contour can be seen to be very close to the
T ffi 760 K contour for some distance downstream of the injector, helping to
explain the long Ignition delay. However,' a_ter ignition, the flame front
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continues to penetrate into the hot main free stream air. The cold
hydrogen, located near the walls, is quite a distance from the flame front
and Its effects on the combustion seem small. The combustion efficiency of
the mixed hydrogen (rl n) after 40 cm was 71% ,while only 7% of the total
hydrogen (rlTr) had burnt. It would appear that the amount of combustion
which occurs after ignition is mainly limited by the rate at which the
hydrogen is penetrating into the free stream.
Hot Fuel
The simulation at 4.2 MJ/kg was repeated using hot hydrogen fuel.
Since the total amount of fuel injected was identical, but the density was
lower, the initial thickness of the hydrogen Jet was thicker than .for the
room temperature case, and the initial static pressures w b'ere slightly
higher.
Normalized pressures versus distance is shown in Fig. 6 ,and indeed
indicates a larger pressure rise in the duct than was calculated for the
room temperature hydrogen results. Fig. 7 shows that, unlike the room
temperature fuel case, ignition has already occurred well before x ffi 10 cm.
Water mass fraction contours ,in Fig. 8 ,show some water forming almost
immediately after injection. Temperature contours, in Fig. 9 ,show that the
hot regions of the flow extend almost the entire way to the lower wall,
indicating virtually no effect due to wall quenching. Flg. 10 shows that
the flame front has penetrated very little into the main stream flow.
Combustion el_lclencles (Fig. 11) show that the combustion efficiency of
the mixed hydrogen (rl n) Is 92%, while only 15% of the total amount of
hydrogen available for combustion (rlsTolcs) has been converted to water.
Again the total amount of hydrogen which has combusted seems to be limited
mainly by the mixing rate.
8.7 MJ/kg . @ ffi 2.64
Room Temperature Fuel
Since the equivalence ratio is well above 1.5 this is a condition
where a reasonably large pressure rise would be expected. Fig. 12 displays
the normalized pressure versus distance from the injector. The experimental
values have again been taken from Ref. 9. The computed pressures seem to
rise periodically under the influence of some pressure wave travelling down
the duct. The overall pressure rise predicted is in reasohable agreement
with experiment, but the location of the pressure rises is in some
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question. Again, this is not surprising considering the initial condition
assumptions, and the scatter in the experimental results. The source of the
pressure wave is evident from the pressure contour diagram shown in
Fig. 13. Here a strong pressure wave is seen to emanate from the initial
mixing region between the hydrogen and the free stream air. This pressure
wave is due mainly to combustion. This was shown by running the program
again with identical conditions ,.but without chemical reactions. The
pressures along the lower wall when reactions where not used is also shown
on Fig. 12.
Water mass fraction contours, shown in Fig. 14, show that with
chemical reactions, ignition has been almost immediate. No advantage would
probably have been gained here if the 26 reaction system had been used.
Fig. 15 displays the predicted heat transfer results, along with
experiments. The experimental results show a lower heat transfer rate (and
thus better insulation for the wall) than predicted by the computer
results. This may suggest that a lower dissipation length scale should have
been used in the computations. The heat transfer rates were also found to
be quite sensitive to the initial conditions chosen. For example, reducing
the velocity of the free stream air in a small region near the injector, to
the same velocity as used for the hydrogen (while keeping the total
temperatures the same), resulted in the heat transfer results shown in
Fig. 16. Results here are in much closer agreement with experiment.
Temperature contours shown in Fig. 17 show a large cold region near
the wall, but this appears to be mainly due to the large amount of cold
hydrogen which has been injected rather than due to the quenching effects
of the walls. From Figures 17 and 18 the combustion region can be seen to
easily extend into regions where the temperatures are well above those
required for combustion. The combustion region, however, only extends to
approximately halfway across the scramJet duct. Fig. 19 shows that 90% of
the mixed hydrogen available for reaction has reacted (tieR), however, only
23% of the total hydrogen available for reaction has been converted to
water (rlsTol ca).
Hot Fuel
Figure 20 shows normalized pressure versus distance when heated
hydrogen is used. Again the initial pressures and Jet thickness are larger
here than those used in the room temperature case. The total pressure rise
recorded is 1.36, compared with 1.68 for the room temperature hydrogen. The
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pressure wave emanating from the initial mixing region seems to be of a
much lower strength, than was seen in the room temperature result.
Temperature contours can be seen in Fig. 21. Figure 22 shows that the
flame front is spreading into the oxygen rich region, but that the
spreading rate is quite slow. Combustion efficlencles in Figure 23 show
that 87% of the mixed hydrogen available for reaction has burnt (qR_),
while 18% of the total hydrogen available for reaction has been completely
converted to water (qsTo]cs).
(B) 15" DIVERGENCE
HS=4.2 MJ/kg • @ = 1.43
The conditions at 4.2 MJ/kg were repeated except that a 15" diverging
thrust surface was located on the lower wall, 20 cm downstream from the
injector. The thrust surface was extended for 20 cm in the axial direction.
Both room temperature and hot hydrogen runs were performed. The results for
room temperature fuel are displayed in Fig. 24, while those for heated fuel
are shown in Fig. 25. Also shown on these diagrams are the results obtained
when no chemical reactions where used, and the result when no fUel at all
was injected. The pressures have been normalized against the nominal
pressure in the inlet to the scrantjet, before the injector. This inlet
pressure is common to all the computational results presented at this
stagnation enthalpy.
By comparing the results with and without reactions for the room
temperature hydrogen it can easily be seen that ignition is delayed to some
8 cm downstream of the injector. Pressures then begin to slowly rise above
the no-reaction case. Approximately 2 cm downstream of the expansion corner
a slight hump can be seen in the pressure on the thrust surface. This may
be due to the compression waves produced when an expansion fan from the
corner interacts with the Mach number gradient in the flow (Ref. 11).
In comparison the hot hydrogen fUel results (Fig. 25) show almost
almost immediately ignition. The pressures obtained when reactions are
Included quickly rise above those obtained without reactions. Again a
slight hump in pressure ls seen in the thrust surface Just downstream of
the expansion corner.
A summary of the thrusts obtained are shown in Table 2, the specific
impulses in Table 3, and the combustion and mixing efficiencies "in Table 4.
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From Table 3 It can be seen that the specific Impulse for the hot hydrogen
case is significantly larger than those obtained with the room temperature.
However, note that the gain In specific impulse due to chemical reaction Is
of the same approximate size In both cases. It would appear that the main
gain in specific impulse Is due to the larger initial static pressure.
Table 4 indicates that only 64'_ of the mixed hydrogen available for
reaction had reacted by the end of the duct when room temperature hydrogen
was used, while 93_ of the hydrogen had reacted when heated fuel was used.
It seems that although significantly more hydrogen had reacted when heated
fuel was used, the gain in pressure was not proportional.
TABLE 2 COMPUTED THRUST
H s ffi4.2 MJ/kg. @ ffi1.43. 15" DIVERGENCE x ffi40 cm
THRUST (N)
WITH REACTIONS
NO REACTIONS
NO FUEL
ROOM TEMP
2461
1849
1463
HOT
3816
3141
1463
TABLE 3 COMPUTED SPECIFIC IMPULSE
Hs = 4.2 MJ/kg @ ffi 1.43 15" DIVERGENCE x ffi 40 cm
I (sec) ROOM TEMP HOT
WITH REACTIONS 257 400
NO REACTIONS 194 330
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H S
TABLE 4 COMPUTED EFFICIENCIES
• 4.2 MJ/kg 0 = 1.43 15" DIVERGENCE x ffi 40 cm
r/TF
ROOM TEMP
64
4
HOT
7
6 IIn
-ST O ] CH
11 12
r/Mxx
DISCUSSION
Numerical results for the test conditions here seem to indicate that
the finite rate reactions are fast, and that combustion is mainly limited
by the mixing rate. It is, however, significant to note that at least one
set of experiments reported in References 1 and 9 would seem to indicate
that this is not the case. Namely, when the sidewall injected model
scramJet was configured as a constant area duct, with free stream test
conditions H = 4.2 MJ/kg, M - 3.5, and @ < 1.3 ,very little pressure rise
was observed in the duct. However, when the same model and test conditions
were used, but a 20% silane(SIH4)/hydrogen mixture (based on mole
fractions) was injected at @ - 0.69, a significant pressure rise was
recorded. The fact that the sllane/hydrogen mixture produces such a large
pressure rise would seem to indicate that there was significant mixing and
combustion with the free stream. This large pressure rise may, in fact, be
due to the smaller ignition times, or some other gas dynamic effect which
has not yet been considered. Experiments to check for gas dynamic effects
in the central injection configuration have been performed by injecting
argon gas to simulate the molecular weight of sllane, but avoiding the
chemical reactions. These argon experiments did not produce the large
pressure rise that was seen when silane was used. This demonstrated that,
at least in the central injection configuration, the pressure rises were a
genuine combustion effect. Computer simulations of the sllane experiments
to date have only been one-dimensional, so no simulations which include
mixing rates have yet been performed. If these were available it would
provide a useful comparison for the computer simulations presented here.
It is also worthwhile mentioning certain points about the hydrogen/air
simulations performed in this report which have not yet been considered.
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Firstly, the effects of unmlxedness on the reaction rates have not been
determined. If unmixedness was taken into consideration it may indicate
that there are certain slow reactions which are significant in delaying the
combustion rate. Secondly, a single value of Cp in the turbulence model was
taken across the flow (although C_ varied with axial distance). It may well
be that a high turbulence production rate in the boundary layers was
adversely affecting the calculation, of a suitable value of C_ for use in
the mixing layer. If C_ was allowed to vary across the flow this may result
in a faster mixing rate in the free stream, and a slower diffusion rate in
the boundary layers. Thirdly, it is obvious that the method of calculating
the heat transfer rate to the walls must be reasonably accurate in this
work if the hypothesis of a wall quenched hydrogen layer is to tested. A
low Reynolds number version of the k-c model, which does away with the need
for wall functions, should be able to predict the heat transfer rates with
greater accuracy. However, such turbulence models are computationally more
expensive and would require significant alterations to CHARNAL. In any case
the predicted heat transfer rates here are in reasonable agreement with
experiment, at least at the 4.2 MJ/kg condition. Fourth, only nominal free
stream conditions have been used in this report. It would be preferable if
NENZF, along with the experimentally recorded pressures at the inlet to the
scramJet, were used to calculate the free stream conditions for each
individual experimental test case. Finally, the assumption of equal static
pressures in the hydrogen and air Jets at the initial station is obviously
incorrect. If the current instability problems can be overcome, these
simulations should be repeated including the effects of the unmatched free
stream and hydrogen pressures at the injector, so that the significance of
the wave/shock interactions can be determined.
CONCLUSIONS
The numerical results for pressure and heat transfer in a constant
area duct, using room temperature fuel, indicate a fair agreement with
experiment. The numerical results show that at the low enthalpy (4.2 MJ/kg)
and low equivalence ratio (_ -- 1.43) case there is a significant ignition
delay. In comparison the 8.7 MJ/kg and high equivalence ratio (_ = 2.64)
case showed almost immediate ignition. For both enthalpy conditions the
flame front spread outwards into the hot, oxygen rich, free stream. The
cool layer of hydrogen near the walls was due to the large amount of
hydrogen which had not reacted, or mixed with the free stream, rather than
due to cold model walls. The total amount of mixed hydrogen which had
combusted to form water was found to be quite high, while the percentage of
the total amount of injected hydrogen which had reacted was small. This
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indicated that the main limiting factor, after ignition, seemed to be the
rate at which the hydrogen mixed with the free stream, rather than the
finite rate chemistry.
Heated hydrogen fuel seemed to have its greatest benefit at the lower
enthalples where ignition lengths were greatly reduced, and the total
amount of reacted hydrogen was significantly increased. However, the
pressure rise and thrust due to _ombustion effects were not significantly
different. The predicted total thrust and specific impulse of _ the heated
fuel scramJet was much improved over the room temperature fuel case. The
major part of this improvement seems to be due to the larger static
pressures immediately after the injector, which are due to a gas dynamic
effect, rather than due to combustion.
It is well recognized that the k-c turbulence model does have certain
limitations, however the CHARNAL computer code has performed reasonably
well considering no adjustment of the turbulence constants were required to
produce any of the results presented here. Work is currently underway in
the Department to carry out flow visualizations in the scramJet model, and
to measure species profiles. This information will greatly assist in
providing initial conditions for the CHARNAL program, and should enable a
fine tuning the turbulence constants, and a more accurate selection of the
dissipation length scale.
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SYMBOLS
C, Col . C¢2
DJ
Hs
I
k
£
M
M T
P
PHI
PiN
PO
Constant coefficients appearing in turbulence model
Injector step height
Stagnation Enthalpy
Specific Impulse
Kinetic energy of turbulence
Dissipation Length Scale C k3/2/ c
Mach number
Mach number of turbulence
Production rate of turbulence energy
Equivalence Ratio (_)
Nominal static pressure in inlet to scramjet
Computations: Initial static pressure used in computations
ExperimentS: Experimentally recorded pressure in inlet to
Scram jet
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qT
.T
t
TH
U
X
Y
Heat transfer rate
Static Temperature
Hydrogen Total Temperature
Thrust
Velocity
Axial distance downstream of injector
Distance normal to lower wall
GREEK SYMBOLS
C
rINix
rIRR
rJSTO I Cll
FITF
e
D
X
P
0
t
0
1
Percentage mass of oxygen that has dissociated
Turbulence energy dissipation rate
Efficiency
Mixing Efficiency.
Defined as the amount of reacted Hz (Hz in the form of
water) if all mixed hydrogen and oxygen reacted completely.
divided by the same quantity if mixing had been
complete
Reaction Rate Combustion Efficiency.
Defined as reacted Hz ,divided by the amount of reacted Hz if
the hydrogen and oxygen which are ml xed reacted completely
Stolchiometrlc Combustion Efficiency.
Defined as reacted H2 ,divided by amount of reacted H z if
mixing was complete and the hydrogen and oxygen reacted
completely
Total Fuel Combustion Efficiency.
Defined as reacted Hz ,divided by the total amount of Hz
Thrust surface (lower wall) divergence angle
yon Karman's constant
Turbulent viscosity
Density
Turbulent Prandtl/Schmldt No.
Laminar Prandtl/Schmidt No.
Equivalence Ratio
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SECTION 1
COMBUSTION OF HYDROGEN/AIR MIXTURES
This section examines hydrogen/air reactions in supersonic and hypersonic flows. Ignition
limits have been found by experiment for a few cases (I) and these can be compared with com-
puter simulations using a l-D premixed finite rate chemical kinetics program (2) presented in
this section. The number of reactions used in the simulation of hydrogen combustion is
reduced from 60 to 17 reactions by eliminating groups of reactions that do not appear to have a
great effect on the combustion process at the experimental conditions. This is done in order to
reduce computation time.
1.1 Reactions of Hydrogen in Air
Analysis of reactions of hydrogen in air can be initially investigated by considering only
the oxidation of hydrogen gas into water. Using mass, momentum, and energy conservation
equations, together with heats of reaction, final state properties can be easily calculated. These
can be used for a quantitative comparison with experimental results of supersonic reacting
hydrogen/air mixtures. This approach does not take into account viscous effects, heat transfer to
the walls, or mixing but is a useful tool in understanding the combustion process as well as giv-
ing a reasonable approximation to final state conditions.
A more rigorous approach, however, is needed when investigating the ignition-
combustion limits of such a mixture. Ignition delay times become significant in very high
speed flows where reaction speeds are critical to a scramjet's performance. Therefore, a chemi-
cal kinetics approach is needed to simulate the burning process. The combustion process is
controlled by the chemical kinetics of a series of reactions whose rates can usually be found in
the literature. For hydrogen based reactions, these rates are usually well documented. The
difficulty lies in the choice of reactions which sufl:icienfly model the actual combustion process.
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At temperatures above 1000 K, the hydrogen/air system can be closely represented by the reac-
tions:
H+O2-_OH+O(--
O+H2-_OH+H
• (--
OH + H 2 "_ H20 + H
H2+M "-_H+H+M
4--
--)
H20+ M ___H + OHo+ M
O2+M "_ O + O+ M(.-
OH+M_O+H+M
However, if most of the major chemical species which comprise air are considered, then
there are at least sixty chemical reactions which can be used in the simulation of hydrogen/air
combustion. These include the reactions that involve the gases N 2 and CO 2 in conjunction with
O2
By increasing the number of known reactions in the analysis, the simulation would be
expected to approximate more closely the combustion process. However, some groups of reac-
tions involving a single chemical specie play only a very small part in the ignition process and
so could be ignored to save computer time.
In continuation of work carried out by Morgan (3) an optimal reaction scheme was found
for the combustion of hydrogen/air mixtures using a 1-D chemical kinetics analysis at high
temperatures. Groups of equations were combined differently until the least number of reac.
,'ions were able to produce results that were comparable with the sixty reaction scheme.
In all, the optimal combination comprises 17 reactions which include the seven reactions
stated above together with the He2, NO, and HNO groups of reactions. It is noted that carbon
species play only a very small role in hydrogen/air combustion because of the low concentra-
tion of carbon dioxide in air. The 17 reactions together with reaction rate coefficients are found
in Appendix A together with the remaining reactions that make up the 60 reaction scheme.
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1.2 Effect of Free Radicals on Combustion
Previous work on the effect of free radicals has been done by Carson (4). Using a finite
rate chemical kinetics program, Carson was able to demonstrate that small amounts of atomic
oxygen, atomic hydrogen, and hydroxyl radicals reduced induction time, defined as the time to
5'7o of the temperature rise from the initial mixture temperature to the calculated equilibrium
temperature. It was also shown that hydroperoxyl (HO 2) plays a significant role in the early
part of the ignition process - the inflection in its rate of formation could be used to define
induction time. The reaction time, defined as the time between 5% and 95% of the temperature
was not affected by the initial amount of free radicals. All of the radicals were more effective in
reducing induction time at low initial temperatures. For all mixtures and states, atomic oxygen
was most effective in reducing induction time at low initial temperatures. In order to optimize
the combustion chamber length or permit operation in a pressure or temperature limited
regime,it was implied that additivesthatyieldfreeradicalscould be used.
For work presented in thisseclion,simulationswere run at an initialnominal Mach
number of 3.5 and staticpressureof 160 kPa to coincidewith experimentM conditionsdis-
cussedin(I).Using a One-Dimensional Non-Equilibrium Nozzle Flow (NENZF) program (5),
thepercentagedissociationofmolecularoxygen, a, was calculatedforthe conditionsfound at
the exit of the shock tunnel nozzle. Because experimental resultsare presented as
pressure/distanceprofiles,simulationsarepresentedinthesame v/ayforcomparison of relative
ignitiondistancesand relativepressurerises.Because mixturevelocitiestayroughlyconstant
up untilthe pointof ignition,ignitiondistancesare directlyrelatedtoignitiondelay timesfor
runswithidenticalinitialconditions.
Figure1.Ishows a pressure-distanceprofileforreactingflow over 30 cm fora premixed
stoichiomewichydrogen airmixtureinitiallyatMach 3.5 (nominal),a temperatureof II00 K,
and pressureof 160 kPa. These conditionscorrespondtoan airflowstagnationenthalpyof 4.2
M.l/kgor a flightspeed of 2.9 km/s.For Otiscase,therewas no assumed initialdissociationof
oxygen. Itcan be seen that.a tenreactionscheme has the longestignitiondelay time.The 17,
22,and 28 reactionschemes' pressureprofileslayon top ofeach otheratthisconditionand the
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60 reaction scheme produces the fastest ignition.
At these conditions, NENZF calculates an oxygen dissociation of 0.18% when the shock
tunnel T3 is run. Figure 1.2 itlustrates the effect this fraction of dissociated oxygen has on the
simulation. The 7 and I0 reaction schemes show a marginally longer ignition delay time over
the 17,22,28 and 60 reaction schemes. All reaction schemes show a significantly reduced
induction time over the cases when there is no initial free radical oxygen present.
When the temperature is reduced to 900 K (corresponding to an airflow stagnation
enthalpy of 3.43 M.I/kg),a run over 30 cm produces no combustion when there is no initial free
radical oxygen present (Fig. 1.3). When an initial concentration of 0.13% atomic oxygen is
included, the same that would be present in a shock tunnel run at those conditions, combustion
occurs within the first 10 cm as shown in Figure 1.4. Again the 7 and 10 reaction schemes fail
upon one another and the 17,22,28 and 60 reaction schemes yield essentially the same result at
a shorter distance.
When the temperature is further reduced to 7OOK, no combustion is observed in the simu-
lations for both cases when there is no atomic oxygen included in the analysis and with an ¢xof
0.06% as predicted by NEN7_,F for a shock tunnel run at these conditions. This confu-ms experi-
mental observations of no combustion at this condition, which is discussed in (I).
The increase in ignition distance for the lower temperature case of 900K over the 1100K
when a small amount of free radical oxygen is added confirms the observations by Carson
(4). The simulations also demonstrate that the 17 reaction scheme is the lowest number of reac-
tions that most follows the 60 reaction scheme, particularly when there is some free radical
oxygen present. Because shock tunnels produce high speed air flows with u'aces of free radi-
cals, simulations of H2 combustion suggest that early ignition at lower temperatures in the
shock turme] is probably due to the presence of free radical oxygen.
However, at higher enthalpy (hence higher temperature) conditions, the presence of larger
amounts of free radical oxygen does not appear to have an appreciable effect on the ignition
distance. This is illustrated in pressure-distance profiles plotted for simulations run at condi-
tions corresponding to a stagnation enthalpy of 6.1 MJ/kg with initial pressure of 160 kPa and
§4
temperature of 1"/00 K. Figure 1.5 shows the results for no initial atomic oxygen included in
the analysis. The 60 reaction scheme gives marginally faster ignition over the 28,22 and 17
reaction schemes with the I0 and 7 reaction schemes giving the largest ignition distance. At
this enthalpy condition, NENZI:: calculates an oxygen dissociation of around 2.0%. When this
is included in the combustion simulation "(Fig. 1.6), the ignition is only marginally faster than
when no atomic oxygen is included in the analysis. This suggests that if the reaction scheme is
valid, then freestream radical oxygen production by the shock tunnel at high enthalpies does
not have a significant effect on the ignition distance at this pressure.
A numerical simulation of hydrogen combustion was carried out at the conditions
corresponding with the use of the hypersonic nozzle at stagnation enthalpies of 4.2, 6.1, and 8.7
MJ/kg and this is shown as plots of pressure against distance in Fig. 1.7.
At 4.2 MJ/kg ( T I =650 K ), no hydrogen combustion is observed and this is in agreement
with experiment shown in (I).
At 6.1 MJ/kg ( T I = I000 K ), the simulation predicts that ignition occurs between 30 and
40 cm downstream from the point of injection, but hydrogen does not appear to burn at all in
the experiment. At this condition, the ignition distance appears to be nearing the length of the
experimental model. Experiments using a longer model would be useful to check that the igni-
tion was merely delayed rather than completely quenched for this case.
At 8.7 MJ/kg ( T I ffi 1500 K ), the simulation predicts almost immediate combustion with
pressure increases of between 5 and I0 kPa ( 0.05 and 0.I arm. ). This agrees reasonably well
with experiment shown in (I) with smalJ pressure rises of around 5 kPa above fuel-off levels.
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SECTION 2
MODELLING THE SILANE IGNITION PROCESS
This section describes the reaction scheme used for modelling the silane/hydrogen igni-
tion process together with underlying assumptions. Computer simulations use a l-D chemical
kinetics program (2). Methods for determining the thermcx:hemical properties of chemical
species produced during the silane oxidation process as well as chemical rate coefficients are
also discussed.
2.1 An Analogy to Methane Oxidation. The Jachimowski Model.
A chemical reaction mechanism was assembled by Beach (6) using a direct analogy with
the methane oxidation reaction mechanism. The mechanism was tested by comparing the cal-
culated consumption of silane with experimental results from a low temperature (500-700K)
isothermal flow reactor..lachimowsld (7) refined this mechanism by comparing the observed
behaviour determined in shock tube studies with that predicted by the mechanism. It is this
work by .lachimowski on which the modelling of the combustion process in this section is
based.
Basic features of the high temperature oxidation of silane were taken from the methane
oxidation mechanism since lit-de chemical kinetic information is known about the silane oxida-
tion process. The methane oxidation process has been studied for many years and the essential
reaction paths, intermediates, and products are relatively well known.
The silane molecule has a su'ucture similar to that of the methane molecule, and the silane
oxidation products (SiO, SiO 2 ) are similar to the methane oxidation products (CO, CO 2 ).
•lachimowski argued that it therefore seemed reasonable to assume that similar reactions and
reaction intermediates would oc_:ur. It was recognised that silicon and carbon bonds were not
identical therefore the actual reactivity and nature of the intermediate species may be different
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from the methane si:heme. However, it was the objective to dev.elop a silane mechanism which
contained enough detail to describe the essential features of the oxidation process rather than
exactly model the process.
The silane reaction mechanism used is shown in Fig. 2.1. This together with the 17 reac-
tion hydrogen scheme outlined in section 2 as being optimum were used for any subsequent
modelling work in this section. Rate coefficients are well documented for the current hydrogen
schemes. However, little is known about the silane oxidation reactions. Rate coefficients
estimated by Jachimowski using the carbon based analogy are therefore used for the work
presented in this section.
Reaction Rate coefficient
SZH 4 ÷ SiH 2 ÷ H 2
Sill 4 + 02 _ Sill 3 ÷ ,HO 2
SiH 4 + HO 2 _ SiH 3 ÷ H202
H + Sill 4 -_ H 2 + Sill 3
0 + Sill 4 "4"OH + Sill 3
OH + Sill 4 -_ H20 + Sill 3
H + Sill 3 "_ Sill 2 ÷ H 2
O + Sill 3 ÷ Sill20 + H
OH ÷ SiH 3 -_ SiH20 + H 2
Sill 3 + 02 : Sill20 + OH
Sill 2 + 02 HSiO ÷ OH
H ÷ SiH20 -_ H 2 ÷ HSiO
6.0 × 1013 ex-(
2.0 x 1011 ext.'
3.0 x 1012 exF(
1.5 x 1013 exp(
4.2 x 1012 exp(
8.4 x 1012 ex_(
1.5 x 1013 exp(
1.3 x 1014 exF(
5.0 x 1012
t'8.6 x 1014
1.0 x 1014
3.3 x 1014
-54960/RT)
-44000/RT)
-5600/RT)
-2500/RT)
-1600/RT)
-IO0/RT)
-2500/RT)
-2000/RT)
O ÷ Sill20 ÷ OH + HSiO
OH + Sill20 _ H20 + HSiO
H + HSiO -_ H 2 + SiO
0 + HSiO -_ OH + SiO
OH + HS_O . H20 ÷ SiO
HSiO + -M ÷ H + SiO + M
HSiO + 02 -_ SiO + HO 2
SiH20 ÷ HO 2 "_ HSiO + H202
SiO ÷ 0 + M • Si02 ÷ M
$iO ÷ OH "_ $i_2 _ H
SXO ÷ 02 * SiO 2 ÷ 0
exp(-11400/RT)
ex F(-3700/RT)
exp(-10500/RT)
1.8 x 1013 exp(-3080/RT)
7.5 x 1012 exp(-170/RT)
2.0 x 1014
1.0 x 1014
1 .0 x 1014
5.0 x 1014 exp(-29000/RT)
3.0 x 1012
1.0 x 1012 ex_'-8000/RT)
2.5 x 1015 ex--(-4370/RT)
4,0 x 1012 ex.,-!-5?00/FT)
1,0 x 1013 ex;'-6500/RT)
Fig. 2.1. Si.lane Reaction Mechanism
2.2 Thermochemical Properties of Intermediate Species
As indicated in (2), thermochemical properties for the program arc of the form of a poly-
nomial with seven constants describing the properties specific heat, enthalpy and enn'opy. The
first five constants AI..-A 5 describe the specific heats while A 6 and A 7 describe standard
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enthalpies and entropies respectively (dividend by the universal gas constant). In simple terms,
A 6 and A 7 take the form:
where
A6 = _ - ( A]T+ "_'ZT2 + A3T3 -_ A5 T5
3 + + 5 )T=298K (])
AH°gg t(AB) = AH°gs t<A) + AH°9s f(B)- D^_n (2)
D^_s refers to bond energy and heats of format.ion are found from assigned reference elements.
An example of equation 3 would be
AHOg8 f(SiH20) = AH°98 t_HSiO) + AH°8 f(H) - DH_HSiO
For the constant relating to standard entropy
and
SOs ._T2 + ._T3 + ._.i,4)A7 = "-if- - (A]InT + A2T + (3)
s°gs(AB)=S gs(A)+ S°s ) _
where AS is the standard entropy change for the reaction
(4)
AB--, A+B
In the Jachimowski model, four species Sill4, Sill, SiO and SiO 2 have documented ther-
mochemical proper'des (8). The thermochemical properties for the other silicon containing
species were estimated because they were not available. Heat capacities of the species
Sill3, Sill2, SiH20, and SiO were assumed to be equal to those of their analogous carbon con-
taining species. Standard enthalpies for Sill 3 and Sill 2 were calculated using known values of
enthalpies of formation and known bond energies while standard enthalpies for SiH20 and SiO
were calculated using known values of enthalpies of formation and bond energies in analogous
carbon, containing species. Standard entropies for Sill3, Sill2, SiH20, and SiO were calculated
using known standardentropiesand entropychanges for analogouscarboncontainingspecies.
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2.3 Estimation of Pale Coefficients
The rate coefficient comprises two characteristic values for each reaction, a pre-
exponential factor A, and an activation energy E. In the Jachimowski model, 5 reactions are
documented and referenced with both values. The mat of the equations use the methane anal-
ogy, drawing on either one or both of the pre-exponential factor and activation energy making
up the rate equation. In five cases, activation energies are calculated from bond energies or
changes in enthalpy while the rest are set equal to values found in the analogous methane reac-
tions.
Plots shown in Fig. 2.2 reproduced from reference (7) show the results of computer
simulations compared with experimental shock tube results. Calculations using original
estimated rate coefficients by Beach (6) give a much longer ignition delay time than that which
Was observed in experiment. The model was refined by Jachimowski (7) by carrying out a
sensitivity analysis to determine which reactions had the largest effect on the ignition delay
times. Rate coefficients were varied between 0.1 and 10 times their original value shown in Fig.
2.1.
Three reactions appeared to have the greatest effect on the ignition delay time when their
rate coefficients were adjusted. These were
Sill 4 --> Sill 2 + H2 (5)
Sill 3 + 02 --_ SiH20 + OH (6)
SiO + OH _ SiO 2 + H (7)
Each rate coefficient of each of these reactions was adjusted separately until calculated
results agreed with experimental results. Two of the reactions yielded rate coefficients _i_
unreasonably large values. Consequently it was decided that the rate coefficient should be
adjusted for the equation which had the largest influence on calculated ignition delay times.
This was for the reaction
Sill 3 + 02 _ SiH20 + OH
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temperatureof 15 x l(f (TI= 650 K ),theignitiondelaytimeascalculatedapproximatelyfrom
the distanceto ignirlonfora stoichiometric20% silane/hydrogenmixture,is around 70 Its.
This ismuch lessthanispredictedby an extrapolatedversionofFig.2.3 (a).This suggeststhat
during experiments,additionalfactorsother than initialtemperatureand pressureof thefrees-
u'eam aircome intoplay.These could be boundary layerheatingon the centralinjectionstrut
and/orfreeradicaloxygen productionin the shock runnelwhich would both have an accelent-
ingeffecton theignitionprocess.These phenomena arediscussedinsection3.
It isnoted from Figs.2.3aand 2.3b thatincreasingconcen_tion of the silanein hydro-
gen has a greatereffect(i.e.a greatersensitization)in thestoichiometricmixtures than in the
mixture of lower equiva.lenceratio.Also, ignitiondelay timesdecreaserapidlyfrom the pure
hydrogen value as the amount of s/laneis increased,lachimowski noted thatwhereas the
Beach mechanism (6)predictsthatthe same ignitiondelay timesareobtainedfor temperatures
above 900K and for allpercentagesof added silane,the modifiedmechanism predictsthat
ignitiondelay timesdecreaseas the silaneconcentrationincreasedover the range of tempera.
ntreexamined. This issupportedby experimentalresultsusingthe hypersonic nozzle at6.1
M.I/kg (approx 1000K intaketemperature)indicatedin Fig.2.4 where there is indeed a
decreaseinignitiondelaytimewithan increaseins/laneconcenn'ation.
A calculatedtime historyreproduced from (7) of s/lane,molecular hydrogen, and
hydroxyl radicalconcenn'arlonsand mixture temperatureforthe stoichiometric2% and 20K
silane/hydrogenmixturesatan initialtemperatureof 800 K and constantpressureof I arm is
shown in Fig.2.5.Jachimowski notes thatfor the 2% mixturethatthe s/laneis consumed
beforeany s/gnificantamount of hydrogen begins toreacL The hydrogen isthen aided by the
largeamounts of freeradicalsH, O, and OH which areproduced by the ignitionof silane.As
silaneconcentrationisincreased,temperatureincreasedue totheignitionof s/lanealsocontri-
butes to theenhanced oxidationof the hydrogen. This thermaleffectbecomes more important
fors/laneconcenu'ationsgreaterthan 10%. At 20% concenu-arionthecombined freeradicaland
thermal effectisevident.Aftermost of the s/lanehas been consumed, and priorto significant
oxidationof the hydrogen,the temperaturehas incr_ almost200 K. The increasein tern-
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peratureand presenceof freeradicalsboth contributeto the increasedrateof hydrogen oxida-
tion.
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Fig, 2.5. Time Histories of Selected Species and Temperature Dunng Ignition at I Arm and
L_idagyat800 K.
As wellas enhancement of theignitionprocessthrough generationof freeradicals,silane
alsoaidsignitiontosome extentby scavengingtheHO 2radicalsthroughthe reactionsequence:
SiI-]4 + HO 2 _ I-I202 + Si.H 3 (8)
H202 + M _ OH + OH + M (9)
At temperatures above 800 K, free radical generation and the thermal effect are the dominant
enhancement mechanisms while below 800 K, the scavenging is probably more important (7).
Kinetic reaction mechanisms have a hierarchical smacture with mechanisms for complex
fuels built up on sub-mechanisms for simple fuel molecules (10). The base for all hydrocarbon
oxidation is the submechanism for the oxidation of hydrogen and carbon dioxide. The most
important of these reactions are those that consume H 2 and CO using OH (11)o A reasonable
assumption that could be made for silane oxidation based on the methane analogy is that the
important reactions would be those that consume H 2 and SiO using OH. These would be :
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H2+ OH _ H20 + H (10)
SiO + OH _ SiO2+ H (11)
together with the dominant chain branching reaction
H +'0 2 _ O + OH (12)
and its primary competitor for H atoms
H+O 2+M _ HO2+M (13)
Reactions competing with H 2 and SiO for OH should inhibit or retard oxidation of these
species as well as the heat release associated with the production of water and silicon dioxide,
and reactions competing with reaction 12 for H atoms (reaction 13) should reduce the rate of
chain branching and overall rate of combustion. Alternatively, reactions which produce addi-
tional H atoms which can then react with molecular oxygen by reaction 12 should accelerate
the overall rate of combustion.
It will be seen, however, in section 3.5 that according to a numerical chemical kinetics
analysis, reaction equations 10 and 11 do not play any significant part in the ignition process
for particular initial conditions. In fact, hydroxyl radicals are important in producing intermedi-
ate silicon containing species but not silicon dioxide. Heat release is achieved by a series of
reactions culminating in the direct attack of silicon monoxide on molecular oxygen and then by
the ignition of hydrogen. At lower temperatures, hydrogen stays essentially "inert" and does
take part to any significant degree in the ignition process. Direct modeUing on a hydrocarbon
analogy, therefore, has its drawbacks. Conclusions which can be drawn from modelling work
concerning methane, for example, cannot be always applied directly to silane combustion even
though the silane reaction scheme is based on an equivalent methane reaction scheme.
The oxidation of silane takes place through the gradual dismantling of the fuel molecule
into progressively smaller fragments. The first major step is the abstraction of H atoms from
the parent fuel molecule. Once a viable radical pool has been established, most of the H atom
abstraction is accomplished by reactions between small radical and atomic species and the fuel
molecules. The most important radical species are H, O, OH, HO 2, and Sill 3. From previous
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hydrocarbon modelling work, H atom abstractions by H and OH are dominant for fuel rich and
near stoichiomen-ic mixtures while reactions with OH and to a much lesser extent, O atoms are
most important for fuel lean mixtures (11). Work in section 3.5 tends to support the trend of H
and especially OH radicals being responsible for most hydrogen abstraction from the parent
silane molecule when there is a stoichiomeu-ic fuel/air mixture. In this particular manner, silane-
tends to behave like its hydrocarbon counterpart.
2.5 An Alternative Method for Approximating Thermochemical Properties
The Jachimowski model approximates for 4 of the silicon species involved in the silane
oxidation process ( Sill3, Sill2, SiH20, HSiO ) that the heat capacities are the same as those for
the analogous carbon containing species. An indication of the possible difference between
assumed values and actual values can be demonstrated by comparing specific heats of say Sill4
and CH 4. For example, at 1000' K, the specific heat of Sill4 is 20.2 cal/mole K while that of
CH4 is 17.4 cal/mole K which represents an error of 14% if the analogous carbon containing
specie was used in this case. It was thought that an independent method of determining heat
capacities could be investigated to check the effects on simulations.
Using the method of Bennewitz, Rossner and Dobratz (12), molecular specific heats can
be determined approximately by considering contributions due to u'anslational and rotational
energies together with vibrational energies expressed as functions of temperature. Using the
principle of equiparfition, translational and rotational contributions to Cp are 3R. Vibrational
contributions depend on bond frequencies in stretching or bending. Average stretching or
bending frequencies are expressed as wave. numbers (frequency divided by the speed of light),
where coy is the wave number for stretching and _s is the wave number for bending. Vibra-
tional contributions to heat capacities are related to these wave numbers independent of the
bond type and take the form of functions dependent on temperature. These contributions are
then multiplied for multiple bonds.
The average slretching vibration wave number for the C-H bond is _ = 2920 cm -1 (12).
For Si-H, (%=2190cm -l (8). This represents a difference of 730cm -l in wave number
between analogous species. For the sulphur bond S-H, _ = 2570 cm -t (12) which represents a
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smaller difference of 380 cm -]. It would be expected therefore that using S-H bonds inste_ of"
C-H bonds would give a better approximation to the specific heat of the silicon conmning
specie. This is indeed the case and at 1000 K, Cp calculated for Sill 4 using this "sulphur anal-
ogy" is 19.5 cal/mole K compared with the documented value of 20.2 cal/mole K, an error of
3%.
The model is even more accurate for the documented specie Si--O. For Si=O bonds,
c_ = 1295 cm -1 (8), while for S=O bonds coy= 1250cm -1 (12), representing a difference in
wave number of only 45 cm -l. Calculated specific heat using the "sulphur analogy" for SiO at
1000 K is 8.56 call mole K compared with the documented value of 8.54 ca.]/mole K, an error
of only 0.2%. This compares with an error of 7% when using the analogous carbon containing
specie CO.
It was on this basis that specific heats were calculated for the undocumented silicon
species using a sulphur bond analogy. Standard heats of formation were calculated using the
method of Franklin, Verma and Doraiswarmy (12), and absolute entropies using the same
method as Jachimowski except that entropy changes for reactions were approximated by sums
of known entropy changes involved Ln the breaking of single bonds rather than using the carbon
reaction analogy.
The modified themx_chemical properties were used for numerical simulations in conjunc-
tion with reaction rate coefficients suggested by Jachimowski. The modified properties gave
similar results for the .Iachimowski model for several cases, with slightly longer ignition delay
times but similar final pressures. Computation rime was increa.w.d gready and reasons for this
are not known. Overall, it could be concluded that small errors in calculating thermochemical
properties have a far less effect on simulation results than choice of reaction rate constants.
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SECTION 3
SIMULATION OF THE SILANE COMBUSTION PROCESS
Using the Jachimowski model describedin section2 and the chemical kineticsprogram
(2),computer simulationshave been carriedout for conditionscorrespondingto experiments
using the hypersonic nozzle.Experimentalfueloffduct pressuresvariedbetween 13-22 kPa
over the enthalpyrange consideredbut simulationswere consistentlyrun with an initialpres-
sureof 20 kPa. Effectsof freestreamfreeradicaloxygen concenu-ation,concentrationof silane
inhydrogen,and equivalenceratioarediscussedand resultscompared withexperiment.A sen-
sitivityanalysisof reactionratesiscarriedout at a conditionwhere resultsof experiment
correspond wellwith experimentalresults.An examinationof netconversionratesatthissame
conditionindicatesimportantreactionsatvariousstagesof theignitionprocess..
3.1 Effect of Freestream Free Radical Oxygen Concentration
All work presentedinthissectionconcerns combustion ofa 20% silane/hydrogenmixture
at an equivalence ratio of one. Fig. 3.1 shows that at 1500 K or a freesu'eam stagnation
enthalpy of 8.7 MJ/kg, increasing the initial concentration of freesu'eam free radical oxygen has
little or no effect on the ignition distances. Results from this simulation compare favourably
with the experimental results for a 20% mixture as shown in Fig. 3.2. Note that for computer
simulations the point X=0 refers to the point of injection, rather than the position of the leading
edge. The experimental points appear scanered, but at these high initial temperatures, pressure
rises due to combustion are relatively low, so any disturbances within the model would look
significant against the the combustion profile. It can be seen, however, that there is indeed rapid
combustion that comes up to roughly the level predicted by the computer simulation. It is sug-
gested therefore that at this high enthalpy, the high dissociation expected in the shock tunnel
(a = 10%) has no noticeable effect on the ignition delay time.
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Fig. 3.1 20% Silane/Hydrogen Combustion Simulation.
Effect of Concenu'ation of Free Radical Oxygen. Mach 5 nominal.
H s = 8.7 MJ/kg, PI = 20 kPa, T I = 1500 K, 0 =1.0
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Fig. 3.2 20% Silane/Hydrogen Combustion.
Comparison of Simulation with Experiment. Mach 5 nominal.
H s = 8.7 MJ/kg, PI = 20 kPa, T ! = 1500 K, (I)=1.0, a -- 10%
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At an initial temperature of 1000 K or a freestrea m stagnation enthalpy of 6.1 NU/kg,
simulationsshow theignitiondistancedecreasesfrom justover 20 cm to5 cm as theinitiala is
increasedfrom 0.0% to0.8% (Fig.3.3).At thiscondition,theshock tunnelproduces flows with
a = 1.5%. According to the simulation,thiswould bringtherapidpressureriseto around 20
cm closerto thepointof injectionthanwhen compared to a flow with no oxygen dissociation.
Fig.3.4 shows thatin the experiment,resultsagree favourablywith the simulationrun with
withan initialfreeradicaloxygen concentrationof 1.5%. Itisinterestingtonote thatinexpcri-
rnent, the pressure falls off with distance down the duct-
Fig.3.5 shows thatatan initialtemperatureof 650 K ( H s = 4.2 MJ/kg ),even small
amoums offreeradicaloxygen have a very significanteffecton theignitiondistancespredicted
by thecomputer simulation.At thisenthalpya "-0.18% isexpectedin theshock tunnel.Itcan
be seen by comparing theresultsfora 20% silanemixtureshown in Fig.3.6 with the simula-
tionfora - 0.18% thatignitiondistanceisabout thesame. At thistemperatureasatthehigher
temperatureof 1000 K, a pressuredrop isobserved as thegas progressesdown the duct. This
trendappearstobc repeatedformost caseswith silaneinjection,particularlyatthehighercon-
centrations.A possible cause of this may be that after ignitionand burning of the
silane/hydrogenmixtureiscomplete,heattransfertothewallsofthemodel may cause conden-
sationof SiO 2.This conversionfrom gas to solidwould tendto lower pressurewith distance
more drasticallythantheeffectdue to a drop intemperaturealone,as found insay,pure hydro-
gen combustion. Resultsfor a 20% silan¢/hydrogenmixture at nominal Mach numbers of
Mach 3.5 and 4.5 show a similartrendas shown in(I,9).Itshouldbe noted thatforhydrogen
combustion,where water remains as a vapour atrelativelylow temperatures,thatthereislir,.le
pressurefalloffasfound in(1).
At a lower initial temperature of 540 K ( H s = 3.43 M,l/kg ), ignition distances are dramat-
ically increased for the lower radical concentrations, as predicted by the computer simulation
(Fig. 3.7). However, Fig. 3.8 shows that in experiments with a = 0.13%, the 20% silane mix-
ture ignites about 15 cm from the point of injection. This compares with about 65 cm for the
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Fig. 3.3 20% Silane/Hydmgen Combustion Simulation.
Effect of Concentration of Free Radical Oxygen. Mach 5 nominal.
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premixed gases as p'redicted by the 1-D program. The pressure rise observed in the experiment
is, however, only of the order 'of 20 kPa or 0.2 atm compared with 100 kPa or 1.0 atrn
predicted for "full" burning of the silane/hydrogen mixture as shown in Fig. 3.7. This suggests
that there is partial burning of the fuel jet and that ignition is caused prematurely by some other
effect because the freestream temperature is too low. The ignition at 540 K may be due to high
temperatures produced in the boundary layer on the injection strut. Assuming a laminar
compressible boundary layer, it was calculated that the maximum temperature found in the
boundary layer would be 1060 K at this condition. This temperature together with a free radical
oxygen concentration of 0.13 % found in the freestream would be consistent with the ignition
distance of around 10 cm predicted in Fig. 3.2. The partial burning of the fuel jet could be
caused by the quenching of the complete combustion process by the cooler freestream.
It should be noted that it was at this inlet temperature, pressure, and Mach number that
higher steady pressures were achieved experimentally with lower silane concentrations. It
appears therefore, burning was incomplete but involved both components of the fuel mixture.
This effect is not understood and is not modelled by the chemical kinetics program in this case.
A simulation was run (including ¢z -- 0.06% calculated for conditions found at the exit of
the nozzle) for a lower intake temperature of 410 K ( H s -- 2.65 M2/kg ) and indicated no
combustion over 120 crn. Experiments, however, showed ignition at about 15 cm from the
injection point (9) but final pressure levels did not reflect complete combustion. It was
hypothesised that preferential burning of the silane component of the fuel mixture occurs at
these low temperatures and this is supported by experiments at Mach 4.5 and Mach 5. The
chemical kinetics program, however, does not appear to model this behaviour.
Experiments suggest therefore that ff the reaction scheme is valid, then freesu'eam radical
production at high enthalpies has no appreciable effect on the ignition of 20% sflane/hydrogen
mixtures.
At the intermediate freesu-eam temperature of 650 K, oxygen radical concentrations play
an important part in the combustion process therefore shock tunnel simulations may not be
representative of real flight situations.
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At the lower intak e temperatures of 540 K and 410 K, experiments show short ignitio_
delay times despite the very low free radical oxygen concentrations produced by the shock tun-
nel. This suggests that combustion is occurring because of another effect. It may be the high
temperature produced by the boundary layer on the injection strut. Pressure rises due to burning
however, are lower than those expected for complete combustion of the silane/hydrogen mix-
ture as predicted by the computer program. This suggested that there is pa.rual burning due to
the low freestream temperature or preferential burning of the silane component of the fuel mix-
ture.
3.2 Effect of Silane Concentration
Conditions which had previously shown good agreement'with experiment were chosen for
investigating the effect of varying the concentration of silane in hydrogen. It has been shown
that at a freestrea.m stagnation enthalpy of 4.2 MJ/kg, the simulation compares favourably with
experiment for a 20% mixture when free radical oxygen produced in the shock tunnel is
included in the analysis.
Fig. 3.9 shows that at this condition, pressure profiles indicate a change in ignition trends
as concenwation is increased. At 1%, there is minimal ignition over 80 cm. As the concentra-
tion is increased from 2.5% to 20%, ignition distances are decreased and the ignition process is
indicated by more rapid pressure rises. This compares favourably with experiment as shown in
(9) where similar trends are observed, although ignition distances tend to be smaller.
3.3 Effect of Equivalence Ratio
Equivalence ratio was varied for the same condition. Fig. 3.10 shows that ignition delay
times do not vary much up to an equivalence ratio of about 2.0. However, at an equivalence
ratio of 5.0, ignition delay is increased significantly. This could be due to the heat capacity of
the excess fuel robbing the ignition process of the necessary heat. Final pressure levels are
about the same for ratios between 1.0 and 2.0. Below equivalence ratios of 1.0, final pressu_
levels are sensitive to small changes in ¢_.This trend was observed in experiments nominally at
Mach 4.5, where equivalence ratios were nominally 0.6.
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3.4 A Sensitivity Analysis of Reaction Rates
The ignition mechanism tends to be made up of four processes. These arc:
1. Breakdown of the silane to produce free radicals.
2. Production of intermediate species.
3. Ignition of silane to produce heat.
4. Subsequent ignition of remaining hydrogen.
A sensitivity analysis of reaction rates for reactions invol_'ing silicon conta_ing species is
presented in this section. To reduce complexity, results are presented with reference only to the
23 reactions concerning silane oxidation. This is a reasonable approach because with the rela-
tively high concentration of 20% silane in hydrogen considered for this case, the reactions
involving silane are more or less complete before the hydrogen oxidation begins (section 2.4).
The reactions involving silicon therefore tend to be inter-related with one another to a greater
extent than with the 17 reactions which describe the hydrogen oxidation.
Rate coefficients of the silane reaction scheme shown in Fig. 2.1 were successively varied
by factors of 2 and 0.5 for the simulation that gave best agreement with the experimental
results. This was at the condition discussed in section 3.2 with H s = 4.2 NLl/kg, T I = 650 K and
PI = 20kPa with the free radical oxygen included in the analysis. The sensitivity analysis was
based on atomic oxygen mass fractions computed for the experimental conditions at distances
along the duct. Atomic oxygen was chosen as the parameter for observation because of its
apparent importance in the ignition process at this condition. Plots of mass fraction against
length corresponding to distance from injection are shown in Figs. 3.11 (a) to (i), with rate
coeffcients kl to k23 corresponding to the reactions Rl to R23 shown in the accompanying
table. The result for this condition using original rate coefficients is shown by a continuous line.
The importance of each reaction is signified by the deviation from the original mass fraction
profile when the rate coefficient corresponding to that reaction is halved or doubled. Points
corresponding to the most significant reactions have been connected with broken lines.
From pressure-distance profiles which are not presented here, it was found that ignition
(as signified by a rapid rise in pressure) consistently took place when the pool of free radical
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RI
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
RIO
RII
RI2
RI3
RI4
RI5
RI6
RI7
R18
R19
R20
R21
R22
R23
Reaction
SiH 4 ÷ SiH 2 + H2
Sill4 + 02 ÷ Sill3 + HO 2
Sill4 + HO 2 ÷ Sill 3 +" H202
H + Sill4 ÷ H2 + Sill3
O + Sill4 _ OH + Sill3
OH + Sill4 ÷ H20 + Sill3
H + Sill 3 _ Sill2 + H2
O + Sill3 _ Sill20 + H
OH ÷ Sill 3 ÷ Sill20 + H2
Sill3 ÷ 02 ÷ SiH20 + OH
Sill2 + 02 ÷ HSiO + OH
H + SiH20 ÷ H2 + HSiO
0 + SiH20 ÷ OH + HSiO
OH + SiH20 ÷ H20 + HSiO
H + HSiO ÷ H2 + SiO
O + HSiO ÷ OH + SiO
OH + HS_O ÷ H20 + SiO
HSiO + "M ÷ H + SiO + M
HSiO + 02 ÷ SiO + HO 2
SiH20 + HO 2 HSiO H202
SiO + O + M: +
SiO 2 + M
SiO + OH : SiO 2 + H
SiO + 02 SiO 2 + O
Rate coefficient
6.0 x 101 3 exp (-54960/RT)
2.0 x 1011 exp(-44000/RT)
3,0 x 101 2 exp(-5600/RT)
1.5 x 1013 exp(-2500/RT)
4.2 x 1012 exp(-1600/RT)
8,4 x 1012 exp(-100/RT)
1.5 x 1013 exp(-2500/RT)
1.3 x 1014 exp(-2000/RT)
5,0 x 101 2
8.6 x 1014
1.0 x 1014
3.3 x 1014
1.8 x 10 13
7.5 x 1012
2.0 x 1014
1.0 x 1014
1.0 x 1014
exp(-11400/RT)
exp(-3700/RT)
exp(-10500/RT)
exp(-3080/RT)
exp(-1 70/RT)
5.0 x 1014 exp(-29000/RT)
3.0 x 101 2
1.0 x 1012 exp(-8000/RT)
2.5 x 101 5
exp(-4370/RT)
4.0 x 1012 exp(-5700/RT)
1.0 x 101 3
exp(-6500/RT)
(1)
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oxygen reached a "critical" mass fraction of rough)y 3xlO "9. Ignition distances can be approxi-
mated by consideringthe pointwhere theatomicoxygen mass E'actionreachesthisvalue.This
means generallythatifchanging areactionrateincreasedradicaloxygen mass fractionsabove
thatofthe originalscheme to the"critical"valuethentheignitiondistancewas shorterthanfor
the originalscheme. Alternatively,if the originalscheme reached thisvalue before the
modified scheme, thenthe ignitiondistanceforthe modifiedreactionwas shorterthan forthe
originalscheme.
"From the results, it can be seen that there are six reactions which have the largest
influence when rate coefficients are varied. In order of importance from highest to lowest,
these are
R10...SiH 3 + 02 .-_ SiH20 + OH
R5...O + SiI-_ _ OH + Sill 3
RS...O+ Sill 3 _ SiH20 + H
RI4...OH + SiH20 ==)H20 + HSiO
R23,.,SiO + 02 -') SiO2 + O
RI9..,HSiO + 02 "-) SiO + HO2
Itcan be seen from Figs.3.11(b)and 3.11(f)thatvaryingthereactionrateof RI0 has the
greatesteffecton the mass fractionprofile,This isinagreementwith the observationof Jachi-
mowski of greatestsensitivityfor thisreactionas discussedin section 2.3. It should be
remembered that it was this reaction's rate coefficient that Jachimowski adjusted so that numer-
ical simulations corresponded with experimental shock tube results. The other two reactions
which Jachimowski found to be most sensitive to changes in reaction rate were:
R1...SiH 4 --) Sill2 + H2
R22...SiO + OH -_ SiO 2 + H
These reactions were not observed to be important in this sensitivity analysis. This is
understandable because a small concentration of free radical oxygen was included in this par-
ticular analysis. Reactions involving atomic oxygen would therefore tend to become dominant
reactions, as is indeed observed in this case with R5 and R8 being most sensitive after R10.
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It should be noted that R8 retarded the ignition process when its rate coefficient was dou.
bled and accelerated the process when its rate coefficient was halved. This is thought to be
because R8 competes with other reactions for the radicals Sill 3 and O to produce the intermedi-
ate SiH20 and atomic hydrogen. During the ignition process, Sill 3 and O appear to be very
important in attacking oxygen and silane "respectively in reactions R 10 and R5, and so con-
sumption of these radicals through other reactions would tend to reduce the rate of combustion.
The remaining reactions R14, R23 and R19 appear to be important reactions but to a
lesser degree than RI0, R5 and R8. Except for the reaction :
RI0""SiH3 + 02 ""* SiH20 + OH
those that were observed to be sensitive for this case differed from those that Jachimowski
observed, as described in section 2.3. It would appear therefore that choice of initial conditions
has a large bearing on the results of a sensitivity analysis. In this case, the most important
parameter that affected the outcome of the analysis was the inclusion of an initial amount of
free radical oxygen.
3.5 A Comparison of Net Reaction Conversion Rates
In this section, net forward reactions rates ( Xj ) are plotted agalnstdistance (in Figs. 3.12
(a) to 3.12 (d)) for the same example as discussed in sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. The magnitude
of Xj gives approximately the importance of any single reaction amongst all those occurring. It
is defined for different types of reactions in (2).
From these plots, it can be seen which reactions are relatively important and at which
stage in the ignition process they occur. The rapid pressure rise signifying complete combus-
tion occurs between 25 and 27 cm downstream from the star_g point for the analysis (Fig.
3.13). Given this, it can be seen that there are four distinct processes which make up the igni-
tion process.
For the first stage of the ignition pr6cess, atomic oxygen is rapidly consumed by the reac.
don • •
R5...O + Si/'I4 _ OH + $iJ-,I 3
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and the conversion rate, _f°r this reaction drops to about zero at about 6cni. This corresponds
with the point of minimum free radical concentration observed for this case as illustrated by the
atomic oxygen mass fraction profiles in section 3.4 for the unadjusted reaction scheme. After
this initial attack by the free radical oxygen on the silane, a pool of hydroxyl andSiH 3 radicals
is established to feed the two reactions
R6...OH + SiI-I4 --, H20 + Sill 3
R10...SiH3 + 02 --_ SiH20 + OH
This is the second stage of the ignition process where it can be seen that one reaction sus-
tains the other by producing the radicals the other needs. R6 provides R10 with the Sill 3 to
attack the oxygen while R10 provides R6 with the OH to attack the silane. These two reactions
become the dominant reactions for the early part of the ignition process up until about 15 cm.
Another important reaction ( but to a lesser extent ) during these early stages is
R4...H + Sill 4 --_ H 2 + Sill 3
The atomic hydrogen which anacks the silane is produced fi'om the reaction
O + H2-.-> OH + H
This is an example of the interelafion of the silane oxidation process with a reaction involving
the hych'ogen component of the fuel mixture. The overall process at this stage, however, is
dominated by the reactions R6 and R10 which involve the silane component of the fuel mix-
tuYe.
Hydrogen abstractions fi'om the parent fuel molecule by OH and H radicals tend to be the
dominant reactions throughout the ignition process. Abstraction by O radicals produced by the
shock tunnel accelerates the process significantly as observed in the first stage of the ignition
process, but very little atomic oxygen takes part in hydrogen absa'action reaction R5 thereafter.
This trend supports previous experience in hydrocarbon modelling work with stoichiometric
fuel mixtures, as discussed in section 2.4.
During the second stage of ignition process, free radicals O, OH, H and Sill 3 are gen-
erated together with a quantity of the intermediate specie SiH20 through the reaction R10.
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After 15 cm, the third stage of the reaction process becomes apparent. Three interelated reac-
tions start to become important and net conversion rates for these three reactions rise at about
the same rate. The tlu'ee reactions are
RI4...OH + SiH20 _ OH + HSiO
R19...HSiO + 02 --o SiO + HO 2
R23...SiO + 0 2 -_ SiO 2+ 0
It can be seen that these three reactions complete a reaction sequence that converts siJane
into silicon dioxide. The net release of heat from this process would then be responsible for the
increased activity of almost all of the other reactions at about 20 cm. Net conversion rates then
rise to a maximum for most reactions at about 25 cm. This distance corresponds with the
"hydrogen ignition" point and the fourth stage of the process where the temperature is sufficient
to cause the hydrogen to burn. This is evidenced by the rapid pressure rise between 25 and 27
cm as illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
Nomenclature
Hs
M1
PI
P
TI
X
xj
Gt
Stagnation Enthalpy, MJ/kg
Intake Math Number
Intake Pressure, kPa
Average Fuel-off Duct Pressure, kPa
Stagnation Pressure, kPa
Local Static Pressure, kPa
Equivalence Ratio
Intake Static Temperature, K
Duct Wetted Length, mm or cm
Net Forward Reaction Rate, mole/cm3/g2/s
Percentage Dissociation of Molecular Oxygen
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ABSTBACT,
The result• are presentecf of s meriem of
tests on s model scramJet _rformed In
the free piston shock tunnel 'T3' in the
Australian National Univdrsity. The
experiments were planned to give
performance data over a range of pressure
levels corresponding to flllht at
different altitudes. For each pressure
level tests were carried out for
enthmlpie• ranlinl from the ignition
limits at the low temperature end, up to
temperatures where the dissociation of
COabUltlon productl severely limited heat
release. The minimum temperature at which
combustion was possible was found to be
hlshly pressure men•lairs for the
experimental conditions used. At lower
pressures higher temperatures were needed
to initiate combumtlon within the transit
time of the coIbustlon chamber. Close to.
but above, the ignition llmlt the _ount
of heat release increased markedly with
premmurm and also with combustion
chamber len,th. At higber enthslpies
combustion ill not lO lensittVl to
pressure rise. A finite element computer
code was used to model the elxi_ and
combustion processes. Away from ilmltlon
delay effects the program gives
reasonable agrment with the me•sur_
beat release. At condition• where
combustion is marginal, near the ignition
limits, good agreement with experiment
can only be obtained by adjusting the
freestream oxygen dissociation fraction
to unreasonable levels.
INT_T ION,
For combustion of fuel in a scram)at
three processes ere necessary, namely
mixing of the fuel and air. heating o£
the fuel above its ignition temperature,
end the allowance of sufficient time for
reactions to take place. All of theme
processes are to a certain extent
pressure dependent. An accelerating
mcraajet will experience a wide range of
operating conditions. These include
pressure, Hach number, and static
temperature variations at the combustion
chamber intake. An understanding of the
behaviour oE scraajets over the full
rants of flight conditions is therefore
important,
Previous mhock tunnel studies of
moralists have concentrated on basic
thrust Producing and heat transfer
mechanisms, Refs 1 and 2. This psper
reports the results of experiments to
study pressure effects in a shock tunnel.
end presents comparisons with m currently
available chemical kinetics and mlxing
program. Ref 3.
The experiments were devised to give
mbeciflc impulse against temperature data
for a range of intake static pressures.
From this data it was posmlb_e to
identify three broad combustion
cmtegories in • pressure / temperature
plane. Fig 9 In region 1, combustion is
not possible within the confines of the
chosen model. In region 2 combustion is
possible, but the heat release is
mtrongly PreSsure and temperature
debendent. In region 3, combustion i•
only slightly sensitive to pressure and
temperature, over the pressure range
considered.
Some temtm were performed with a_
extenmion block fitted to the combustion
chamber, which allowed more time for
mixing and combustion before expar_ing
the flow In the thrust nozzle. This was
Been to be effective in the combustion
category 2, above, but had no measurable
effect at the higher temperatures
associated wlth cstelory 3. It was also
seen to ehlft the border of reEionm 1 and
2 to lover temperatures0 indicating that
the extra mixing length permitted
combustion under conditions with • longer
ignition delay time.
I[_ImlI_AJL APPAJMI_S.
A mchematic diagram of the experimental
apparatus is shown in Fig 1. The free
piston shock tunnel. T3 _ef 2, at the
Australian National University was used
to create the flow conditlonm
corresponding to the intake of s scramJet
combustion chimper.
The model ¢onmlated of a two dimensional
duct of intake section 25 am by 50 am.
Hydrogen fuel was injected on the
centreline from an injector strut which
spanned the whole width of the duct The
leading edge of the injector was extended
clear of the intake so that disturbances
from the leading edge would not enter the
duct.
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After injection s constant arel section
of adjustable length served as a
combustion chamber. The flow was expanded
by a single 1S dmjreg Prlndtl Hayer
expansion fan propagating from the lower
will. and thrust was developed on •
straight thrust surface. The intake,
combustion chamber and thrust sur/ace
were instrumented wlth pletzotronic
pressure transducers. Thrust was
calculated from the static pressure
measurements, and specific impulse was
determined 'from the difference between
fuel on and fuel off thrust levels.
A steady flow of hydrogen WlS established
prior to Itartinl the shock tunnel by
means of s pulled valve. Ref 3. which was
triggered off the recoil of the tunnel. A
Baltic pressure transducer In the
injector plenum chmmber WSl USed tO I1VI
m Belier• of the hydrogen mall flow
rate.
A contoured nozzle of nominal Hath number
3.5 was used to create the required test
conditions. The model intake 8tltic
pressure via controlled by •election of a
suitable shock tube driver rupture
pressure. Further control on the Intake
pressure end Hath number wag given by the
use of adjustable vedge• on the model
Inlet. These wedsea crested oblique
shocks which reflected from the
centreline and did not enter the model,
thereby maintaining unlfore Intake f.lou.
%_ should be noted that the use of the
wedges was purely to give flexibility to
the conditions achievable with • single
contoured nozzle. They do not represent
an attempt to model s 8croejet intake,
because, due to Reynolds number
IialtltIons. t¢ Wll only pOll_ble to
' model the combustion chamber lnd I short
thrust nozzle.
CAI_UI.ATION OF TIST CONDZTIO_IS.
_he flow conditions st the nozzle exit
are estimated assuming equilibrium In
the shock tube stagnation region behind
the reflected shock, followed by a
non-equilibrium expansion through the
contoured nozzle. The non equilibrium
expansion is computed using the computer
code of Ref 6.
Frozen flow iS miSUSed through the
oblique shocks formed by the compression
wedges, when used.
A total of _ different shock tunnel
operating conditions were used, Ill of
which could be configured with 3
d_fferent wedge compression Iniles. It
wa• impractical to perform s complete
8nslysls of s11 the Intake data, so
Interpolation was used for some cases. Zn
Fig 2 s range of computed nozzle exit
velocities against stagnation enthalpy is
plotted, and in Fig 3 the curve fit used
for the full range of condztiona is
• hewn. F_| _ shows the dependence of Hath
number with stagnation enthalpY. The Hach
number 18 reduced st higher enthslpies
due to the a reduction in the lpec£fic
heat ratio.
The test conditions are tibulated tn
tablm 1. l:ulvalence ratios were
nominally INmt to 1. with minor
fluctuitIonl between runs.
gXPEMXI,IKMTAL _LTS.
The shock tunnel was operated in the
undmrtsllored mode. which _ss found to
maximise the uncontaminated test time.
which Is especially important in
combustion applications. This condition
produces • emil1 drop in the stagnation
pressure during the run. Zn order to
confirn that the expsneion through the
nozzle produced a steady Hath number, the
mtsttc pressures An the model were
normalised with re•pact to the shock
tunnel itsgnatton pressure. Readings were
taken only when all the normalised
mastic pressures were steady• All
computations performed on the data
assumed steady flow conditions.
Specific impulse was calculated by tlkin_
the difference between fuel on and fuel
off thrust levels, normalised by
stagnation pressure to account for minor
fluctuations between nomInally IdentIcal
runs.
Xn Fig 5 the effects of pressure it i
Rich number of 3.2S are shown for a short
combustion chamber. A 5 degree ingle was
used on the compression wedges to create
this condition.
A atriklng feature of thls figure is the
dependence of Ignition temperature on
mtstlc pressure, It can be seen that
combustlon iN possible down to
temperatures of about 700 K at I pres(ure
of 2SO kPs, Am the pressure drops the
m_n_mum temperature r_ulred to support
combustion increases. At SO kPs
combustion is not possible it
tlumberitures below 1200 K.
It is also not:caBbie that when
conditions are such that combustion can
occur st temperatures below 1000 K, very
high values of specific impulse are
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achieved. Thli is thoulht to be due to
the low COlbultiO_ tel|xlrlture which
suppresses dixsociation of the combustion
proOucts.
combustion could be induced at
tesperatures below 1000 K either by leins
of high pressures or by the use of = long
coebuit;on chaaber, and in both cases
high valull o£ Ipeci_ic ilpulse were
ichieved. Fil 6 shows previously
publlxhe_ data froa Ref 7. for in
_ntske pressure of 150 kPi a_ Math 3:5.
It is seen that the longer duct produced
Ill,lit resultl tO the short dUCt it I
higher pressure.
In Fig 5 it can be mean that in the
region between ?O0 K and 1000 K the
aiount of combustion , as indicsted by
sHcific ispulse, is very pressure
sensitive. This is possibly because
combustion is larl_nll near the ignition
lilieS, and I lliZl rile in pressure can
larkedly re_uca the ignition delay tiles
and Persia sore heat release within the
duct. However, if the conditions are such
thlt substantial COlbUltion occurl, thlt
is Eor long ducts or hkgh premmures, then
the atronl pressure dependency
disappears. Thli Ely be lien by comparing
the peek values of specific ilpulle in
Fill 5, 6 and 7.
In Fig 8 the effect of extra coibuition
_hllber llnlth is shown for the hllh
pressures produced by the S degree scoop.
It is INn that the only difference is l
Ililht lowerinl of the £gnttion
temperature, and very hllh levels of
speclEic £apulse it the teaperi_ures Just
ibove quenching. The data lay be leen to
be all followinl the ISle pattern, with
the pressure and combustion ohaiber
length deterainir_ the point of departure
from the colwon curve. The shape of the
curve is similar to the idealised
condition of equilibrium combustion also
Shown in Fil 6.
At higher enthalpies, corresponding to
intlke temperlturei above 1500 K, the
per_oriince appears to be fairly
indepen_en_ of pressure, an exception to
this is given by _he SO KpI intake
pressure condition shown _n Fig 5. which
shows si|ns of reduced output at
temperatures up to 1800 K.
In ril 9 three combustion zones are
loosely defined in the pressure
teaperlture plane, using the specific
impulse results. In region 1 no
combustion is possible for the
configuration chosen In region 2
COIDUS_IOn occurs, but with I strong
pressure dependence due to l|nition dilly
effects. Region 3 includes those clsel
where coabustlon is pressure independen_
The exact boundary between relions 2 lad
3 at higher telperltUrel is unclear, but
it ippears to lie between 50 and 75 Kpi
Fl|ure 9 refers only to the short
combustion chester. There ix not enoulh
data to fuZZy define I similar curve for
the longer coebustlon chiiber, but the
ivailable dl_s suggest/ I shift of ill
the boundaries to Zoner teeperitures
occurs.
It should be s_ressed that Fig 9 only
applies to the speclfzc experiientll
con_ilurltion uled. Its lain vaZue lies
in providing dlts to test theoreticll
lodIZl, rather than being repreaentlt;ve
Of I flight situation. It does indicate
however, that Icrasjets designed to
optieise Specific impulse ire likely _o
be operating in preilure sensitive
regions. It Ilao augges=s that the low
pressures associated with very high
altitude flight alght experience ilnition
problm, even at hilh t_pera_ures.
mMRICAL SIMULATION.
An attempt was made to Model the lixinl
and combustion processes in the Icras3st
using i two dilenlional parabolic
COlpUter code. The proirll 11 baled on
ref 3, but incorporltes finite rite
cheikstry. It _a two dimensional in that
i_ considers transverse gradients of
teiperiture, cheeical species
turbulence and velocity. However, i_
clnnot eodel , transverse pressure
_'ldienta, which have been shown in Re_ 1
to be silnificant in the _hrust producing
proceiles o£ two dimensional lcraajatl.
in Fig I0 a atheistic is shown of the way
in which the coebustion zone is expanded
in order to develop thrust. Host of the
cosbuxtion occurs in s lliite_ aixinl
region around the centreline, upstream of
the expansion propilitin4_ frol the stsr_
of the diverginl section. In this narrow
ducted re|ion it say sees no_
unreasonable to illule thlt the effects
O_ coibultion are feZ_ unlforaly across
the section of the duct, and that i one
dimensional pressure treatment may live
sufficient accuracy.
The authors. In as yet unpublished work.
hive developed i procedure for latching
the output _rol the quasi two diaensionll
nixing program with linearised small
perturbation wive theory in the expanding
relion. This his produced loud
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correlations both with the experimentally
recorded pressure profiles, and with the
calculate,_ values of specific impulse.
A different approach was adopted for thiI
paper, due to the lirle anount of data to
be processed. By inspection of Fig 10 it
can be seen that the exhaust nozzle flow
will be expanded by multiple reflections
of the 15 degree corner expansion between
the oowl ar_ the thrust Iurfaoe, However,
it was Ihown An Ref I that valid
¢oipsrisona wlth i one diIenllonsl code
can only be lade after the elimination of
all transverse disturbances, that As. in
the presence of parallel exhaust field.
Pot the present configuration this learul
allowing the fuZZ reflection of the
corner expansion froI the cowl to
propalite throulh the Jet.
Therefore the Iixlnl prograi was run with
an expanding section such thit thI iris
ratio experienced by the duct is the same
ms that produce_ by the double pass of a
15 delree expansion fan traverslnl the
Jet. This gives an aria ratio of 10.3 for
the nominal nozzle exit lath number of
3.S. Correctionl to this value hive not
been made to Iccount for Hath number
variations baton conditions.
To give i direct comparison with the
coiputationl, the experimental results
have to be Iodlfled is outlined in Ref 1
to compute the thrust that would hive
been realised if ill the disturbincel
_re eliminated by contouring of the
thrust surface. This hal not been done in
this instance, because the technique of
Ref I does not spply to Ions combustion
chimberl with a significant preisure rise
upstream of the corner. The data Ii
,therefore presente_ not for direct
quantitative comparison with experiment.
but rather to indicate trends, and to
Predict theoreticsl maxima for m Perfect
expinaJon without wave drag.
Jn Fig 21 the results of the computstionl
are lUiJarAsed.
Quantitative trendi which Ire evident in
the experimental data also sppear in
the coIputitiona. Thus, at I liven
static Pressure. the lonl dUCt yields
higher lpeciflc ilpuZle than the short
duct at teaperaturel JUlt above llnition,
but at higher temperatures the lenlth of
the duct does not make much difference.
Also. with s liven duct lenlth, the
SpeCifiC ilP_Jlle falll as the pressure
fails.
The program does predict the sharp drop
in lNcific lipulle which occurs near the
llnltkon point, and the high levels of
specific impulse observed for the long
duct at lower temperatures. However. •
consistently high ignition temperature la
liven, except for the 50 kpa case. The
high values of specific impulse observed
Just above the ilnition temperature for
the short duct in the 200 to 500 kpa
range. Fil ?. were not predicted.
The results presented in Fil 11 were
obtilned with oxygen .dissociation
levels is obtained from the non
equiiibri_i nozzle expansion program.
Ref 6. Free Itrlll turbulence was
input sI s constant fraction of the
second power of velocity.
alreement with individual data points can
alwsya be obtained by adjustment of
various Psrsseters An the prolrsa, auoh
as free stream turbulence and oxYlen
dissociation levels The effect of the
boundary layer which forls on the outside
walls of the injector Itrut is also
unknown, but vlacous heatinl lay be
important in deteriinln I the free itreai
ignition temperature.
The lnatrumente_ Portion of the model
only covers that section of the Jet which
is expanded by the firmt pals of the
expansion fan. however as-explained above
the computations had to be performed on I
double pill in order to produce l
parallel, axial outlet. The computations
would therefore be expected to
overpredict the thrust, beCaUle of the
Jet expansion which occurred in
unlnatrumented relions of the model
.which did not contribute to the measured
thrust Production.
Not withstanding the Prediction of
qualitative trends, it iN clear that the
computitionsl model fails in that it
underpredlcts specific Impulse. and doe•
not llve a correct ilnitlon temperature.
There ire two possible reasons for this.
The first la that the mixinl and
chemistry models wild An the program may
not be adequate, and is far s• the
ignition Point la concerned this ls the
moat likely CaUlS.
The Iecond is that while the one
dimensional approximation lay live
reilonible reaultl in the constant area
duct IeCtlon, and the unpublishe_ resultI
Ientioned above suggest that this Is so,
I one dimensional tremtlent may not be
correctly used to Iodel the expansion of
the Jet. AS the expansion traverses the
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Jet. different points st the sane axial
location will see di£ferent pressures.
and this eight have a significant effect
on thrust production.
ScrsmJe¢ performance .shows a strong
pressure dependency in re=ions near to
the ignition limits. In regions of
maximum thrust, which are desirable
terser operatinl conditions, pressure
effects are also evident st the lower
temperatures At hilher enthmipie=, ie
st intake temperatures above 1500 K.
combustion is insensitive to pressure
above intake pressures of SO Kps.
Numerical modeling procedures are not yet
adequate for quantitative thrust
predictions, but can give a umeful
indication of general trends.
This work was performed under s |rant ]
[rob the NASA Langley Research center,
Hypersonics propulsion Branch.
The experimental .ork was performed in
the shock tunnel o£ the Physics
department of the Australian National
University, and the allistsnce of many
members of the staff for all the back Up
support required for the operation of a
major test fmcliltY Is IreatlY
sppreciated.
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PRESSURE SCALING IN TH[ SCRAMJ[T MODEL
1. Introduction
Previous experimental data [1] obtained in the shock tunnel
shows a range of intake temperatures where the integrated pressure
profile (specific impulse • Ip) is very pressure sensitive. For
higher temperatures, Ip was insensitive to pressure, while for
lower temperatures, the ignition limits were pressure sensitive.
These results may be interpreted in terms of the reaction and
ignition time correlations with pressure and temperature reported
in [2] and [3]. The correlations given in [3] are
8xl0 -9 exp(9600/T)
i (1)
T. = _ =
1 v P
{
R
I:R = _- = pl .7
0.000105 exp(-1.12T/1000)
where Z. = ignition time (sec)
i
%R = reaction time (sec)
v = flow velocity (m/s)
T = inlet temperature (K)
p = static pressure (arm)
{. = ignition length (m)
%
{R = reaction length (m)
(2)
Hence, near the ignition limits, where {. is close to the lengthI
of the model _ a decrease in p will increase _ and result in no
m' 1
combustion within the model. Also, a decrease in T will lead to
an (exponential) increase in _ and a very sharp drop in I .i P
In the range of conditions where the fuel always ignites
within the model length, Ip will be most sensitive to pressure
when _R is greater than £ • Hence, above a certain temperaturem
(found to be approximately 1400K in [I]), Ip will be relatively
insensitive to changes in p.
The aim of this experiment (to be performed in August 1988)
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is to experimentslly determine these pressure-length correlations
(1), (2) in the T4 shock tunnel. With the relatively high static
pressures generated by the shock tunnel, we hope to vary the duct
pressure in the combustor model by a factor of 10 and be able to
observe a pressure rise due to combustion.
2. The Experiment
The experiment will involve the measurement of pressure
distributions in three constant-area combustion chamber models
with different intake pressures but otherwise equivalent flow
conditions (i.e. same math number M, temperature T and species
concentrations). Each model will be scaled geometrically to give
P_m = constant where _m=l.0 for the largest model (also the lowest
pressure),
There are, however, problems involved in getting the shock
tunnel to provide equivalent flows with a range of pressures, and
there are also problems in manufacturing three geometrically
similar models with an order- of- magnitude difference in size.
At one end, the largest model has to fit into the available test
facility and be short enough to establish steady flow within the
available test time. At the small end, we cannot manufacture
injector struts smaller than 3-4 mm thick and have them operate
successfully at the high fuel injection pressures required.
Fortunately, (in the light of comments made on source flow nozzles
[4]) we expect that the experiment will be insensitive to small
differences in injector scale.
The more difficult problem concerns the generation of
different pressure flows. Inlet flow for the small model (high p)
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will be provided by expanding the test gas from the shock tube
reservoir through a mach 4 nozzle. It will then directly enter
the model intake as shown in figure 1. The larger models require
the same parallel flow but a lower pressures. We considered three
proposals for generating these low pressure flows...
1. Run the shock tube at different reservoir conditions and
expand the flow through the same math 4 nozzle. Unfortunately,
changing the pressure in the shock tube reservoir while keeping
the temperature constant leads to a change in entropy (see e.g.
the Mollier diagram for air in chemical equilibrium [5]). Harris
& Warren" [6] have shown that the gas composition is strongly
correlated with the entropy in the reservoir and, for a factor of
10 change in pressure, we feel that the corresponding change in
free radical concentrations is too great for this experiment.
2. Run the shock tube at the same nominal conditions (as for the
high pressure case), expand the gas through a first nozzle,
collect it in a second stagnation region (so that there is a drop
in total pressure through the normal shock preceding this region)
and then expand the gas through a second contoured nozzle to the
final flow conditions. This proposal suffers a similar problem to
proposal 1 as the gas (with increased entropy) will reach chemical
equilibrium in this second region.
3. Run the shock tube at the same nominal conditions, expand the
gas to a higher mach number (say 8 - 10) and pass the chemically
frozen gas through a set of compression wedges to give M=4 at the
model intake. The shocks from the compression wedges provide a
drop in total pressure (and increase in entropy) and hence a drop
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in static pressure relative to the small model without a change in
the gas composition (as there are relatively low temperatures
behind the obliqoe skocks). The disadvantage here is that, to
provide adequate total pressure drop across the compression
shocks, we initially need to expand the gas to high mach numbers
{approx. 10) or, for moderate.values of M (approx. 8) we need to
"shock down" to low mach numbers at the model inlet. The former
option requires an extremely large nozzle and correspondingly
large set of compression wedges {which are too large for the
available facility) to provide an adequate flow for the large
model intake.
The final configuration for the large model {low pressure) is
shown in figure 2. We run the shock tube at the same nominal
conditions as for the high pressure model, expand the test gas to
M=8, compress it to M=3 before the model intake, and then expand
it to M=4 within the model (but before the point of fuel
injection). This provides us with a design that will (just) fit
within the current facility.
The operating condition for the small model will have
(approximately) T=I600K, v=3286m/s, H=4, P=l.17atm and a
dissociation fraction for oxygen a =1.68%.
o
computed using a one-dimensional code [7].
more complete list of the test conditions.
These values were
Table I provides a
At this temperature
and dissociation level, we expect ignition to occur at (or very
close to) the injector. Although the flow will be three-
dimensional and involve turbulent mixing of the fuel jet, we
expect that (if the mixing effects scale with the Reynolds number)
we will be able to decouple the mixing effects from the chemical
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kinetic effects-by having the same Reynolds number in each model.
The ignition and reaction lengths (as measured by temperature
rise) were computed for a premixed flow using a one-dimensional
chemical kinetic code [8]. For a fuel equivalence ratio @=I.0 and
the flow conditions mentioned above, the numerical code gives
_R(P=l.17)=0.095m and _R(P=0.2)=l.gm. These values may be
compared with _R(P=1.17)=0.044m and _R(P=0.2)=0.887m computed from
the correlation (2). Although the lengths are different by a
factor of 2, the equivalent exponent of pressure is only 1%
different. The numerical simulations also confirmed that the
reaction length was insensitive to a (see also [I]).
o
Measurements of the reaction length in the models will be
obtained indirectly by measuring the static pressure at the wall
at several downstream locations. To obtain sufficient spatial
resolution we may have to construct a single pressure profile from
several shots with the pressure transducers at slightly different
locations for each shot. However, we will not be able to avoid
the confusing pressure disturbances introduced at the trailing
edge of the injector and caused by the mismatch in pressure of the
fuel jet and the free stream. If it can be arranged, we might
also try to measure ignition lengths from optical emissions.
•
Results
... should be interesting when we get them.
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Table I : Hypothetical Test Conditions
Paraaeter Units
M o_
p,static ats
T K
p xl04 g/cc
v a/s
a
0
--
n
m
0 deg
w
e. deg
1
Small
nozzle before
exit injection
4.23
1.17
1599
2.56
3286
1.68
1.31
0.1
10.0
4.17
1.17
1630
2.51
3274
Model
Medium
nozzle before
exit injection
5.64
0.174
1001
0.612
3500
2.02
1.34
0.4
12.0
10.0
4.17
0.4722
1620(0.6)
1.026
3295(0.6)
Large
nozzle before
exit injection
8.16 4.17
0.0138 0.114
501 1683(3)
0.0965 0.251
3649 3326(2)
2.67
1.39
1.0
15.0
10.0
Quantities in parentheses are percentage differences between the current oodel
and the small model.
: 7.5 MJ/kg, P : 450 atm, andShock tube stagnation conditions are H° o
T : 5000 K.
o
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EXPERIMENTS ON AN EXPANSION TUBE WITH A FREE PISTON DRIVER
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abstract
?his paper presents the preliminary test flow
results from the University of _eensland's free
piston expansion tube. It has been shown that patna
prnssuro measurement• art qualitatively similar to
those from the l_glsy facility. Yurthornorn,
additional test conditions which h•vo acceptably
• toady flows of air are demonstrated to exist using
pitot pressure m_anuronont•. Shortened test times
are explained partially by contaninstion from low
density driver gas bubbles and reflection of
expansion rives from the driver-test gas interface.
Introduction
a renewed interest in hypersonic flight has
naturally created a renewed interest in test
facilities which uro capable of producing high
enthalpy flogs. ?he expansion tube is an impulse
facility which in theory is capable of simulating a
wide range of hypersonic conditions, leveret, an
nive investigation node by #illar (1977) on an
_Ftvon eXlPaUion tu_m found only t narrow band
of conditions for each test gas in which the test
flow• were acceptably steady, at the University of
_oan•land an eXpalUmiom tube was built eith a free
piston driver im order to detornino if the
versatility of the free piston driver gould allow
the 'window of test conditions' to be widened.
Thin POPOr reports om experiments performed
with the University of Queensland expansion tube. la
these experiments the objectives were
(i) to obtain a cosparsion of abe centre-line
piece pressure eeasuroments of the
University of Queensland and the langley
tube for similar running conditions,
(it) to show thlt ditferant test conditions
could be obtained using different driver
galas,
(iii) to •kow test conditioaB of the sane
stagnation esthalpy could be obtained
witb different tilt g•S pressures.
Description of Facilities
Langley's I_ lIeJI Expansion 5habe
I lull description of the langley six inch
expansion tube is given bY Moore (197S). Briefly
the driver is 41.._drn in length with an internal
diameter of 0.356 n. The •hock tube or driven
section is 4.6( n long with an inside diameter of
0.152 n. The acceleration tube is 17n long with
the sane inside diameter. _oth the shock tube and
acceleration tube could be varied in length. 3 The
dump tank has an spproxisate volume of 12.8 a and
i• 10.7 m long with an internal disaster of 1.22 n.
+ Research ]kJlOCi•te.
• Prof. Space bgiueering.
| lesearcb reline.
gaivorsitT of _meenJland's I_N_sios 5_e
The Onivursity of 9unoseland expansion tube
(see figure 1) has 8 free piston driver which is
2.3 m lomg, 0.1 m intoml diameter and usa a
3.d kg piston. The shock tube and accolorstLos tube
are _.08 s and 3.18 n lees respectively ud beth
have an internal diameter el 0.0386 n. ?he
acceleration tube empties into a dump tank-te_t
section with s volume of approximately 0.1S s .
Initially the driver and shock tube are separated by
the primary diaphran and the shock tube and
acceleration tube are separated by the less
substantial secondary dinphran. ?he primary
dinphran was sithar 0.I nm thick cold roled mild
steal or ,1.$7 mm thick allumimiun. The secondary
disphran gu 0.023 u thick cellophane. ?he
acceleration tube ud dump tank are reduced to the
sue initial pressure.
The shock speeds in both the shock tube and
acceleration tube gore measured using ionization
gauge•. Three gauges wore used in the shock tribe
and tour wore used in the acceleration t_e. From
these gauges both the apeed and ettanuetios of the
ibock Can be censured.
Two proonuru traces were recorded every run.
?ha wall prosanro in the shock tube immediately
upstream of the secomdary diapbran vii obetrvod in
addition to the pitot pressure at the exit of the
acceleration tuJ_t. Bach record consisted of 2048
date points and van sampled at s rate of one
segabortz.
Gemoral Theory
Yigure 2 displays the wava diugra for
operation of an expansion tube. Viscose affects
have bonn neglected. It shows that a shock produced
by bursting the primary diaphron propagates st •
constant velocity through the shock tube until
striking the secondary diaphran. This diaphran then
b_rsts and the shock ia imetantanoously accelerated
and subsequently novas at a constant velocity dovn
the acceleration tube. It is followed by the
tset-aconlsrltion gas interface aid the uutoady
expansion produced from the bursting of the
secondary dtapbran, ltllgr (1977) notes Usat the
nm_imus theoretical test t_o is that time between
the arrival of the test gas and tbn usttsdy
expansion, lovtVur, this can be decreased.
The test t_me can be shortened by the e_stonce
of "bubbles" Or regions wktch arn lover in density
than the test gas (Gourlsy (1918)). ?heir presence
results in large oncillatioms of the plant pressure
and their arrival aabns the test flow useless. It
in believed that those kibbles result from miming at
the driver-tent gas interlace and are regions in
which the driver ud test gasea .continually m_t.
ihon those low density bubbles encounter the
unsteady expanaion they accelerate through its
prossura gradient and emerge into the test gas uith
8 higher velocity than both tbe velocities of the
unsteady expansion and the test gas. lance, if the
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expansion ban--not elrosdy rsocbed the pit_ot _ probe quutitattve coaparison ef the two facilities cu
thou these Ind_lan viii strive earlier and it is not be node duo to their differext physicaltheir initial arrival t_Je shich doterninss the test dinexsion•.
tiN. Jowever, it s_ght be expected that
qus_itatively s_J_lar flows would occur if
Obvtouely, due to the instshillty of the (l) the heYNlds noshers based on tube
driver-test gas interface, b_blcc of driver-tent dlanetors ere the sane, and
gas aixtere will exist _n the test gas if the (ti) tin shock speeds i• the shock tubes are
density of the driver gas is less then that of the 81_tilur.
test gas. 8owever, lax• obviouly, bubbles lower in Xf the heYsolds ambers ere to be the sane thee, as
density than ti_ test gas can oleo exist in the test the dietteter of the _gley tube is four tines that
gun oven if the density of the driver gun is greater of the University of Queensland tube, the density
tbu that of the test gas. Yhin can occur provided and thus the _titinl filling prosnurcc of both the
the texpersture and noloculur eeight of the sowing shock _ nccelorntion tuJ_es of the University of
test gss are greater thou those of the driver gas. Quuensland facility should be focr tines that of the
Under such conditions and ansuing the pressure and I,angley t_dJes.
tonporaturo of the test gas rennin constant (that Verification of the above expectations is
in, the b_dJblos uro saull) e bobble of pure driver obtained free • ccml_risoa of the piker pressure
gas nixes with the test gas sad is the "bubble" profiles for a series of exPerinexts in which only
there is an exchange of best betHon the two gases, the acceleration tube filling pressure gas varied.
The driver gas would be heated by the test gas end Yhe Ldngley results (Hiller (1J77)) are reproduced
thus its density would decrease. Yurtherxoro if the iu figures 3self and the University of _eansland
solecular night of the test gas is greater than aouureunts can be seen ia figures da-df. The
that of the driver gas then the density of the I,ugley shock tube filling prusure gas 3.5 kl_a and
driver gas _o_d decrease below that of the test gas the ncceluration t_o filling pressure van varied
and thus • region of low density gas (or "bubble') beteoex 2.0 h tad 24 h. The University of
would fern. Obviously the test gas ia the "bubble" _uensland shock tube filling pressers was 13.7 kPa
would be cooled and thu its density increased, and the acceleration tube filling pressure was
Severer os the bobble is e region ehiub 'is varied betuean G.6 Ps and 265 h. I helios driver
continually nixing v_th the test gas this would be wen used iu the IJengley tube and the shock speed in
insignificant for am initially shall bubble of the shock tube was 2.4 kn/n. The shock speed in thedriver gas.
University of _Jueanland tu_e wu 2.O0s_.OS his and
• second phenononou which can shorten |iller's the driver gas wan argon.
test t_ne is the reflection off the driver-tusk gas J_on figure 3s it can be sees at the lower
iuterfson of the onstondy expansion centred •t the acceleration tube filling pressures that both the
uecondery disphran. Free figure 2 it can he sees /dLngley Sad the University of" Queensland piker
that as this ozpdmsion reflects off the driver-test Pruesuros oscillate about 8 nonotonically increxsiag
gas interface it propagates back through itself and pressure. TL_s is believed to he produced by
enter8 the cauJtant pressure region of test go. Xf lateral pressure eaves, hevovur, this is sot fully
the acceleration tube is of sufficient length then understood. Xf the acceleration tube is filled to
this reflection would arrive at the piker probe 32 h it can be see• that the University of
before the ezpdmsion itself and thus change the _uenslond facility has an acceptable flow betvue•
static presexrs of the test gas. Xf the reflection 30 _8 _d 80 _s after the _ti_ shock (total
produces an onscceptuble pressure change then abe eathalpy = 9 KY/kg.)' Xa conpurison the Wtngley tube
test flex is subseq_Jeutly useless, has its best recorded flow for an acceleration tube
In addition steady test floes can also he filling pressure of 6 P• (total enthalpy = lS KJIkg}
disturbed by reflections of the uestesdy exIHmsion which is son_ally the oquivslext condition under
off the Bubbles ns they accelerate through the the above sosuaptions As the acceleration tube
anponsion. This phemnon would be of second order filling pressure is increased the lower frequency
to that produced by the reflection of the expansion oscillations give way to higher frequency
off the driver-test gas interface as the density oscillations and the step due to the acceleration
difference across this interface is greater than gas becomes sore obvious In both sets of resolts.
that across a bshhle's outface. Yhe only nsjor guslitative difference between the
• third phenononon which nay produce two sets of data is that st the higher filling
fluctuations is the pttot preuure neanureneats is presneres the Langley piker pressure xensuronents
the e_stonce of lateral pressure waves ghich dip strongly after the initial rise, where as the
oscillate 8cross the tuJ_ ned are transported University of _eensland's results do not.dovnstroan by the aovemeut of the gas. Xt is
postulated these waves are produced by the breaking ZX New _ost I_ogs It D_fferont I_thelpion
of the socoedery dispbran. Jexever0 this nschenion LtPer_nents porfonmd on the _ngley facility
_s not yet fully understood. (Hiller (1_77}} lead to the disappointing result
that for each test gas only • narrow band of
Ionults conditions uere found _n which the pitot pressure
gns acceptably steady for a reasonable poroid. In
X _perisd_ of Pitot Pressures contrast, ut the University of _eensland, helium,
One of tJut first esper_Jonts perforned yes to air and argon have been _sed as drivers to produce
show that the centre line pater pressure three test conditions ((i)-(iit} below) ehich hnve
nsasuroneots for an air test gas in the /,angley tube ex acceptshly steady flow of air over a range of
could be gutlitntiveiy reproduced in the University test t_nss.
of _eansland's facility. Thin is inpertaut, for if For each of these test conditions the priam,/
entshlished it would then be reasonshle to sosune dtaphran yes 0.l am cold rolled aild steel with 8
that any advance node _tk the University of burst pressure of ePPron_J_ttely 35 KPa and the
_eansland's tube would also be applicable to the secondary diaphran was cellophane. The acceleration
such larger ld_gley facility. Obviously a t_e was filled with air.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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(l) Figure S displays the pitot pressure vhen
the shock t_Je gas filled to 3.S kPa and the
acceleration tmbe was filled to 17 h. & belium
driver was used. rro8 the shock speed in the
scceluratiom tube it can be shew that total
onthallr/ of this fast floe is 42 ILJ/kg. It can be
seem that s VlrT steady floe vith a total pressure
of SO0 I_a osiers for 70 ;as, after ehich bubbles of
driver gas and the effects of the expansion appear.
(it) &n air driver gas yam used to produce the
pitot pressure trace given in figure 6. The shock
tube filling pressure van 1.7 kPa and the
acceleration tube eas filled to 7.3 h. The total
onthalpy van 11 _Jlkg. It can be seem that a
reasonably steady floe exists for approximately
200 _s for a total pressure of 128 kPa.
(iii) Pigure 7 displays the best pitot pressure
measurement produced vitb an argon driver. The
shock tube filling pressure was 3.5 kPa and the
acceleration tube was filled to 33 h. Although
this result is not as clean as that for the helium
driver it can be seen that after the initial rise
due to the acceleration gas there is approximately
100 _s of test time in vhich the pitot pressure
would vary me sore than _ % frum $35 kPa. The
total enthalpy for this test condition is 8.6 KJ/kg.
These conditions gere repeatable approximately
three out of every four times.
Ill NOv Test Floes ht Different Pressures
If the test tins is indeed limited by the
nechanian outlined above, then the characteristics
in figure 2 vould be the sane provided the ratios of
(i) the primary diaphran burst pressure to the
shock tube filling pressure, and
(hi) the shock tube filling pressure to the
acceleration tube filling pressure
are preserved. Thus, ia theory, similar qualitative
pitot pressure traces should be seen if these ratios
remain static. On17 the pressure level should
change. The shock speed_ and thus the total
enthalF/ should rmsain the sane.
This conclusion van tested by performing
experiments st reduced operating pressure levels.
Figures So-Of are the pitot pressure traces vben the
acceleration tube filling pressure was varied from
2.7 Pa to 133 h and the shock t_be filling pressure
vu 1.7 APt. The prisNtry diaphrum bursting pressure
vas approximately 1O.S lips and the driver gas vus
argon. In figures 9a-gf the shock t_d_e filling
pressure van 3.4 tPa and the acceleration tube
filling pressure was varied between 5.3 APe and
266 MlPa. The primary diaphran bursting pressure yam
3S J_a and the driver gas was again argon. The
above ratios ((i) _ed Iii)) have been basically
preserved bet the overall pressures have de.led.
Xt can be sees frl these prelinlaarT rceultJ
that the iaviscid theory vould appear to be correct.
&t the lowest acceleration tube filling pressure
there is s gradual rise ia pressure folloued by a
relatively noisy floe that is believed to result •
frum the lateral pressure oscillations produced My
bursting of the secondary diaphru, he the
acceleration tube filling pressure is increased the
reflection of the ozpansion arrives earlier and the
step due to the acceleration gas becomes Doze
pronounced, l_rthernore the acceptable test time
increases from figures 8a and 9a to 8c and 9c and
then decreases as the effect of the bubbles and
reflected espansion become uore and nora dceinant.
?he pressures of the plateaus of figures 8c and 9c
ere 140 kPa and 280 _a respectivelT. The
euthalpies of these floes are 8.6 gJ/kg and
8.2 IM/kg respectively.
Conclusions
(l) Ybe Langley facility and the University of
_eensland facility are qualitatively comparable for
similar keynolds mushers and shock tube sb_ck
speeds.
(ii) Different driver gases can be used to
obtain steady floes for different stagnation
enthalpies.
(ili) Preliminary results indicate that
different operating pressure levels can be used for
Jiniler stagnation emthalpios provided the ratios of
the diaphran burst pressure to the shock tube
filling pressure and the shock tube filling pressure
to the acceleration tube filling pressure are
naintalned constant.
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